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ABSTRACT 

A major challenge often encountered in t he domestic wood burning community 
is t he inability to accurately determine real-time/instantaneous emissions and perfor
mance characteristics on unsteady batch run systems. T hese limitations are centered 
on a simplifying assumpt ion; t hat t he atomic ratios of t he b iomass fuel remains con
stant t hroughout t he ent irety of a burn. This simplification is widely realized to be 
inaccurate, yet for lack of a better approach it is perpetuated , accepted and more or 
less forgotten. 

In t his work an experimental and numerical study is conducted on a two-stage 
wood-fired hydronic heater where t he first stage involves t he gasification of t he wood 
fuel and t he second stage is an after-burning stage. An experimental fac ility is devel
oped wit h a new fuel burn rate apparatus t hat is designed to overcome typical full 
appliance weighing difficult ies. A system level model is developed which accounts for 
combustion and heat transfer of a constant fuel composit ion using well-stirred reactor 
t heory for a single lumped chamber. The modeling results show reasonable agreement 
to experimental measurements but general accuracy is limited. Average full-run t her
mal efficiencies are measured in t he range of 48-55%, however instantaneous t hermal 
efficiency show non-physical (greater t han unity) values. These challenges motivate 
t he exploration of t he non-homogeneous fuel decomposit ion. 

A variable fuel formulation (VFF) is developed using common system measure
ments to calculate a real-t ime atomic fuel composit ion. The method demonstrates a 
robust ability to calculate fuel composit ion regardless of fuel type or moisture con
tent and can be extended to determine realistic instantaneous t hermal efficiencies. 
Application of t he VFF wit h experimental measurements indicate t he oxidization of 
pyrolysis gases and solid char occur at distinctly different t ime scales wit h t he pyrol
ysis gases burning immediately, and t he majority of t he char oxidization occurring 
later. T hese developments are explicit ly accounted for in an extended t hree-zone sys
tem level numerical model t hat considers t he non-homogeneous fuel decomposit ion. 
Model results are shown to accurately characterize all major exhaust sp ecies and sig
nificant ly improve t he prediction of CO emissions compared wit h t he constant fuel 
modeling approach. 

Ult imately, t his work shows t hat t he assumption of a constant atomic fuel 
ratio can lead to inaccurate and potent ially misleading results. It is demonstrated 
t hat knowledge of t he instantaneous fuel composit ion is crit ical for accurate modeling 
and performance calculations in batch run systems. 

XVI 



CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction and Literature Review 

The World Health Organization estimates that over three billion people rely on 

wood and other traditional solid fuels for cooking and heating [ 1]. The environmental 

advantage of using biomass over fossil fuel has been widely discussed for power gen

eration and heating [2- 4]. With diminishing fossil fuel resources , wood is expected to 

account for up to 30% of the worlds annual demand for energy by 2050 [5] . In addition 

to many developing nations relying exclusively on wood for energy production, there 

are many regions of the United States where wood fired heaters are an economically 

attractive alternative. One of the prevailing challenges using these systems, however, 

is emissions. For the Northeastern US , emissions from wood fired heaters are one of 

the leading sources of reduced air quality. To provide stricter guidelines on the certi

fication of these systems, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has recently 

defined specific new regulations for wood burning appliances including wood stoves, 

masonry heaters, pellet-burning stoves and hydronic heaters [ 6]. Newer wood fired 

systems are often equipped with a water jacket hydronic system to improve heat trans

fer efficiencies and to be compatible with existing hot-water heating systems. Many 

studies focus on the characterization of emissions from specific biomass appliances, 
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stoves, boilers , and large scale (>1 MW) power plants [7, 8]. Reduction in harmful 

pollutants resulting from the combustion of cellulosic based biomass materials is the 

primary goal of many government agencies and research developments. 

A review on the use of biomass for boilers may be found by Saidur et al. [9] and 

may be grouped into pellet [10, 11], wood chips [12, 13], cord-wood, wood briquettes 

[14], and coal [15] based systems. For pellet and wood chip feed systems, the fuel flow 

rate is controlled, allowing for quasi-steady-state operation. Consequently, efficiencies 

and emissions are better understood and controlled. Less is known about cord-wood 

systems since they are run as a completely unsteady batch process. A study by Kinsey 

et al. comparing the emissions using several of these systems, revealed that thermal 

efficiencies range between 22% and 44 % which are far lower than conventional gas fired 

systems which range from 86% to 92% [16]. They also report wide variations in CO 

and particulate matter (PM) emissions with ranges of 8-190 g/kg and 0.31-47 g/kg , 

respectively. Much of this variation is attributed to whether or not the heating unit 

included a secondary combustion chamber. The function of the secondary chamber 

is to promote additional turbulent mixing with preheated secondary air to promote 

further oxidation of CO and PM. 

To date, few studies developing system level models of wood boilers have been 

published. A study by Persson et al. [17] uses the transient systems simulation 

package TRNSYS to develop an energy model for a wood pellet boiler. The TRNSYS 

based model shows overall agreement to system measurements, however found that 

improvement with regard to the dynamic response in relation to the large thermal 

inertia of the water is required. Alternatively, a more basic system level approach 

has been studied for downdraft gasifiers for generating "producer gas" [18, 19], with 

good agreement to measurements. The performance of wood fired boilers is clearly 

still far from ideal and even a basic understanding of how the systems operate and 

their relative trade-offs is still in the early stages of development. 
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Since certification of these devices require an accurate representation of emis

sions species concentrations. Measurements of both CO2 and H 2O are typically re

quired for emissions-based efficiency calculations [20]. For many independent testing 

facilities and manufacturers, direct measurement of gas species can be cost prohibitive. 

Often, low cost gas sampling analyzers (Testo, Land, Wohler, etc.) are used to mea

sure select harmful pollutants (CO and NO) directly, along with the oxygen sensors 

to estimate CO2 concentrations based on an assumed constant fuel composition. In 

conjunction with the CO2 estimation, H 2O is often approximated using a global re

action mechanism [6, 20- 29]. It is therefore subject to interpretation and inaccurate 

for some conditions. While non-homogeneous biomass decomposition has been ex

tensively studied [21 , 27, 30- 34], its application in the biomass community has been 

relatively unexplored. 

1.2 Outline 

The purpose of this study is to explore the performance of a two-stage, down

draft , hydronic heater system. The author will take a chronological path in the basic 

organization of the study by first starting with the initial experimental setup and 

analytical methods developed to understand the specific problem. Identifying the 

limitations of common analysis techniques and methods, the subsequent path of the 

study will be driven by the need to improve those shortcomings. 

In Chapter 2 the Econoburn (Brocton, NY) EBW-200 two-stage hydronic 

heater and the experimental methods are discussed. A new Fuel Burn Rate (FBR) 

apparatus is developed to overcome typical full appliance weighing difficulties. A 

series of modifications to the wood fired appliance is performed to take various mea

surements in the primary, secondary and flue chambers. A basic system level model is 

developed using chemical equilibrium for combustion product analysis and accounts 
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for the overall heat transfer in the boiler as a single lumped chamber. The modeling 

results showed comparable trends but overall flue emissions agreement was limited. 

The modeling challenges motivated the exploration of the fuel decomposition that 

will be discussed in Chapter 3. A variable fuel formulation (VFF) was developed to 

calculate the non-homogeneous decomposition of the solid fuel and major exhaust gas 

species ( CO2 and H 2O) using measurements commonly made in the biomass industry. 

Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS) measurements are used to 

validate the approach. The developments in ability to calculate a real time fuel com

position motivated Chapter 4 by expanding the analysis and using various types of 

biomass fuels including cherry cord-wood and pine. The developments in this study 

showed that with accurate measurements of flue H 2O and CO2 the fuel burn rate 

could be calculated to a high degree of accuracy without any direct measurement of 

the fuel mass. The decomposition analysis which used entirely measured flue species 

concentrations, further strengthened our findings by showing its robust ability in 

calculating fuel composition regardless of fuel type or moisture content. This under

standing of the non-homogeneous fuel decomposition and its evolution during a batch 

run provided the necessary missing link to improve the modeling and performance 

measurements discussed in Chapter 2. All of these developments motivated the work 

presented in Chapter 5 where an improved system level model accounts for the two 

oxidation pathways defined by the non-homogeneous char and homogeneous pyroly

sis gas reactions, which is shown to accurately with great agreement characterize all 

major exhaust species and significantly improves the prediction of CO emissions. 
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CHAPTER II 

Experimental Setup and Methods 

This chapter discusses the boiler setup and instrumentation of the diagnostics 

for this study. Detailed procedures on running the boiler are presented in Appendix 

C. 

2.1 Hydronic Heater Setup and Operation 

Figure 2.1 shows (a) the front view and (b) a cut-away schematic of the 

Econoburn (Brocton, NY) EBW-200 two-stage hydronic heater used in this study. 

Port-holes have been installed in both the upper and lower chambers for local opti

cal and measurement access. The purpose of the upper chamber is to pyrolyze and 

convert biomass materials to thermal energy for heating purposes. Similar to a wood 

burning stove, this process also produces a prodigious amount of undesirable soot 

and CO emissions. Direct release of these products , as in the case of single-stage 

boilers and wood stoves, results in extremely high levels of toxic emissions. To reduce 

harmful emissions, fuel rich products are mixed with secondary preheated air in a 

rectangular orifice (nozzle) and vented into a lower secondary combustion chamber 

for further burning ( see Fig. 2.1 (b)). The lower chamber serves two purposes; the 

first is to oxidize the remaining undesirable products of combustion through turbulent 
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mixing, thereby lowering the emission levels. Secondly, the chamber serves to convert 

the remaining chemical energy stored in CO and soot products to thermal energy so it 

may be used for further heating via, radiative and turbulent convective heat transfer. 

A key requirement for efficient operation of the lower combustion chamber is a high 

level of chaotic turbulent mixing which serves to rapidly increase flame surface area 

resulting in more efficient burning. 

Figure 2.l(c) shows an overall layout of the testing facility consisting of an 

Econoburn boiler, primary and secondary water circulation loops, and heat exchanger. 

Two water flow loops are used corresponding to the use of pumps Pl and P2, respec

tively. Early in time during a boiler run, pump Pl is on and pump P2 is off to 

circulate the hot water through the boiler until the water temperature reaches 150° F 

(339 K). After the boiler comes up to temperature, the second load loop contain

ing P2 is activated and Pl is turned off. The load loop contains a 300, 000 BTU/hr 

(87.9 kW) counterflow heat exchanger to transfer heat from the boiler to a cold ( city 

water) thermal sink. The heat rate is monitored by recording the water inlet and 

outlet temperatures using type K thermocouples, along with water flow rates (Dwyer 

Instruments flow meter) , providing a detailed trend of the boiler supplied heat load. 

These trends can be integrated over the full duration of the burn to find the total 

heat delivered to the water. 

2.2 Fuel Burn Rate Measurement and Fuel Type 

Performance characterization of wood burning hydronic heaters requires ac

curate monitoring of the instantaneous fuel mass burn rate, inlet and outlet tem

peratures of any working fluid , and emissions measurements from the exhaust. One 

of the challenges in carrying out a performance test is measuring the fuel burn rate 

(FBR). A common approach for solid fuel mass measurements is to instantaneously 
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measure the total weight of the boiler with fuel burning in the combustion chamber 

and use the total weight change to infer the time rate of change of the mass of the 

fuel. Since the initial fuel load often weighs less than 5% of the total, resolution ques

tions arise regarding the accuracy of the system. This issue is further compounded 

when uncertainties of loads from plumbing connections, electrical connections and ex

haust flue connections, etc. are considered. This not only makes it difficult to detect 

minute mass changes, but also even small force loading fluctuations in the boiler could 

significantly affect the inferred burn rate. Alternative methods rely on the indirect 

calculation of fuel mass by measuring the carbon emitted and using this measurement 

coupled with the initial fuel mass and mass flow rate to obtain the current mass of 

the fuel in the system [16]. The accuracy of this method relies on the quality of the 

emissions measurements and is subject to the inherent response times of the system. 

To mitigate these uncertainties, a unique real time fuel burn rate monitor (RTFBRM) 

is designed to directly measure mass loss in the upper chamber as a function of time. 

Figure 2.2(a) shows the RTFBRM assembly consisting of a basket suspended by two 

rods. The rods run through the top of the boiler through the center of the metal 

"stays" and sealed using Swagelok fittings. A stay is a one inch diameter cylindrical 

bar supporting the outer water-jacket shell to the inner shell, and provides a solid 

path through the water-jacket into the combustion chamber. Outside of the boiler, 

the rods are connected to a horizontal upper cross member. The upper cross member 

rests on a specially designed piezoelectric based compression load cell shown in Fig 

2.2(b). The pancake load cell (Stellar Technology) is thermally insulated from the 

rest of the boiler to avoid any biases induced from thermal gradients. The fittings 

are packed with high-temperature carbon laced rope to minimize contact friction and 

ensure an accurate time measurement of mass. Mass measurements from the load 

cell are taken and recorded automatically using a data acquisition system (National 

Instruments) at a 2 Hz frequency. 
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To minimize batch-to-batch variability associated with boiler operation, the 

primary fuel source used are BIOBLOCKS, manufactured by Summit Wood Indus

tries. The blocks are made from 100% hardwood chips ( composed primarily of red 

oak) and contain an average 8.3% dry-basis by mass water moisture. The exact mois

ture content and density of the blocks are measured in accordance with ISO standard 

3130 resulting in a density of 1.15 g / cm3 . A full load boiler run requires 32 blocks 

(~ 62lbs , 28kg) to conform to current testing standards. Figure 2.2(c) shows the 

loading sequence of the BIOBLOCKS fuel. The basic configuration is based on the 

manufacturer 's recommendations, and is found to produce an effective and repeatable 

ignition sequence. The loading includes the same paper and kindling configuration to 

initiate the fire by ignition in four locations ( each side of the packed fuel load) using a 

propane torch. A run is terminated when three criterion are met in the flue exhaust , 

temperatures fall below 200° F (366 K) , 0 2 content is greater than 19% and CO is 

less than lO00ppm this has been found to yield consistent and safe run terminations. 

2.3 Emission Measurements 

During the boiler run, exhaust flue emissions measurements are recorded using 

a Testo 330-2 LL gas analysis meter. The analyzer is capable of taking experimental 

measurements of the 0 2 , CO , NO , pressure and temperature from the flue gas stream, 

while also providing estimates for the CO2 and NOx. The 0 2 measurement has 

a range of O to 21% with a resolution of 0.1%. 0 2 concentration is detected via 

an electrochemical fuel cell with a permeable layer of electrodes that allow the flue 

oxygen molecules and reference air molecules to transfer ions , creating a voltage 

potential across the electrodes that can be interpreted as an 0 2 concentration within 

the flue gases. Similarly, the CO concentration is also measured via an electrochemical 

fuel cell, but differs in that 0 2 molecules that permeate the electrodes are used to 
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react with the CO on the opposite electrode to form CO2 . This chemical reaction 

results in the consumption of 0 2 on the reference side of the fuel cell and is used in 

conjunction with the electrode at the reaction location to obtain a voltage potential 

that can ultimately be interpreted as a concentration of CO. This results in a CO 

measurement in parts per million (ppm) from O- 30,000 at a resolution of 1 ppm. 

Operating on a similar principal as the CO sensor, an electrochemical fuel cell is 

used to determine the concentration of NO in a range of O- 3, 000 ppm with a 1 

ppm resolution. Temperature and pressure within the exhaust gases are determined 

via the Testo probe placed in the exhaust gas stream and includes a thermocouple, 

pressure tap , and inlet for flue gas measurement. 

The CO2 recorded by the Testo analyzer is estimated from the 0 2 measurement 

and limited by the maximum theoretical value of CO2 based on the fuel composition 

at the stoichiometric limit. It is therefore subject to interpretation and inaccurate 

for some conditions. A method is developed to determine the flue gas composition 

given the direct measurements of CO , NO and 0 2 . In this approach, the wood fuel is 

assumed to have the general constant composition of CxHyOwNz and burn according 

to the overall reaction: CxHyOwNz + a (02 + 3. 76N2) + bH2O --+ c CO2 + d H2O + 

e H2 + f CO+ g NO+ h 0 2+ i N2, where x , y , wand z are assumed to be 1.0, 1.7, 

0. 72 and 0.001 , respectively which is representative of red oak [35]. The coefficient 

b = 0.11214 is determined from the moisture content and the measured values of 

CO , NO , 0 2 , given in mole fractions , are used to solve for the remaining twelve 

unknowns. The coefficients a, c, d, e, f , g, h, and i , along with the mole fractions of 

each species on the right hand side (excluding those measured) are determined from 

the four atomic balance equations, seven equations relating moles to mole fraction 

(Xi = adNror) , while closure is obtained by enforcing mole fractions to sum to unity. 

The resulting calculation provides the concentration of CO2 in the flue exhaust. 
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2.4 Combustion Chamber Measurements 

Two cylindrical instrument cluster assemblies or cells have been designed to 

fit in the upper and lower port holes. Figure 2.3 shows one of the cluster cells with 

a layout of the various gauges, and electrical and water lines required for power and 

cooling of the heat flux gauge. These cells are designed to measure wall and gas tem

perature, oxygen concentration, wall heat flux and gas pressure. Wall temperature 

is measured using a type K thermocouple (Omega Engineering). Gas temperature 

is measured using a shielded platinum thermocouple ( Omega Engineering). Oxygen 

content is measured using a Lambda Oxygen sensor (Bosch). Wall heat flux is de

termined using a water-cooled heat flux meter (Hukseflux Thermal Systems) that is 

based on the use of the Schmidt-Boelter principle [36]. All data collected from the 

instrument, along with fuel mass , water temperatures , and flue emissions are recorded 

using data acquisition equipment and LabView software (National Instruments) for 

real-time viewing and data logging. Post processing is done with Matlab (Natick, 

Massachusetts). For this study, only the primary chamber 0 2 and gas temperatures 

are presented. 

2.5 Measurements of Fuel and Airflow 

Instantaneous fuel mass burn rate is measured according to the method pre

sented in Richter et al. 2016 [28] (see Fig. 2.2(a) and (b). Instantaneous mass 

measurements are acquired using LabVIEW data acquisition systems (National In

struments) at a frequency of 2 Hz. Figure 2.4a shows the raw mass data and Fig. 

2.4b demonstrates the differentiated mass loss rate with time. These measurements 

are used in the emission analysis discussed in section 3. 

In addition to BIOBLOCKS, two other fuel types are used including cherry 
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and pine. The pine wood is obtained from a local lumber supplier and kiln-dried 

to 14% dry-basis by mass moisture content. Locally sourced kiln-dried cherry cord

wood with a moisture content of 15% is the third type of fuel. A Testo 606-1 moisture 

meter is used to measure the moisture content of the pine and cherry by averaging 

measurements of both end and center cut locations of a random sample of 20 pieces 

for each. Between runs, the remaining wood is sealed in large plastic bags to avoid 

changes in moisture content. Due to the different densities of the woods and the fuel 

loading limitations, each run load weight is different. A full fuel load for red oak is 

28 kg , for cherry is 19 kg , and for pine is 16 kg. 

Blower air flow rates are measured using a Bosch HFM-7 mass airflow meter 

operating under hot film anemometry methods. Direct calibration of the Bosch meter 

was made with an ASME standard venturi flow meter across a wide range of flow rates 

to correlate output voltage to measured flow rate. Figure 2.4c shows the measured 

air flow rate as a function of time that will be used in the emissions analysis. The 

sharp decrease in air flow rate seen in Fig. 2.4c at approximately 0.35 hrs is caused 

by the appliance damper being pulled, effectively increasing the blockage through the 

appliance by forcing the incoming air into the secondary and tertiary chambers before 

exiting. The gradual rise in flow rate starting at approximately 3 hours is due to the 

gradual decrease in blockage as the fuel decomposes. 

2.6 Measurements of CO, NO, 0 2 , and Gas Temperatures 

Emissions measurements are recorded using a Testo 330-211 gas analysis me

ter. The analyzer is capable of taking experimental measurements of the 0 2 , CO , 

NO , pressure, and temperature from the flue gas stream. The 0 2 measurement has 

a range of O to 21% with a resolution of 0.1%. Oxygen concentration is detected 

via an electrochemical fuel cell with a permeable layer of electrodes that allow the 
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flue oxygen molecules and reference air molecules to transfer ions, creating a volt

age potential across the electrodes that can be interpreted as an 0 2 concentration 

within the flue gases. Similarly, the CO concentration is also measured via an elec

trochemical fuel cell, but differs in that 0 2 molecules that permeate the electrodes 

are used to react with the CO on the opposite electrode to form CO2 . This chemical 

reaction results in the consumption of 0 2 on the reference side of the fuel cell and 

is used in conjunction with the electrode at the reaction location to obtain a voltage 

potential that can ultimately be interpreted as a concentration of CO. This results 

in a CO measurement in parts per million (ppm) from O - 30, 000 at a resolution 

of 1 ppm. Operating on a similar principal as the CO sensor, an electrochemical 

fuel cell is used to determine the concentration of NO in a range of O- 3, 000 ppm 

with a 1 ppm resolution. The CO2 recorded by the Testo analyzer is estimated from 

the 0 2 measurement and limited by the maximum theoretical value of CO2 based on 

the fuel composition at the stoichiometric limit. The Testo sampling probe, placed 

in the exhaust gas stream, includes a thermocouple and inlet for flue gas sampling. 

To correct measurements for water condensation in the sampling line, the correction 

procedure of Richter et al. [37] is used , requiring a separate measurement of 0 2 using 

a Bosch LSU 4.9 Zr02 wide-band oxygen/lambda sensor. Ambient moisture content 

and temperature are measured in real-time with an Omega HX92B series humidity 

sensor and K-type thermocouple . Figure 2.5 shows mean measured 0 2 , CO, and NO 

with data spread from three runs. The mean gas temperatures measured using a 

bayonet thermocouple mounted in the primary chamber and Testo analyzer in the 

flue are shown in Fig. 2.6. 
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2.7 TDLAS Setup 

Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) is used to measure con

centrations of CO2 and H2O in the flue exhaust stream. In TDLAS, a laser source 

scans over a range of wavenumbers, and at certain wavenumbers along the scan, the 

species of interest absorb the incident radiation. A distributed feedback quantum 

cascade laser centered at 2.715 µm (Nanoplus) is housed in a TO-5 heat sink housing 

with a collimation lens on the front. A Lightwave ILX LDC-3721 laser diode driver 

and thermoelectric cooler (LDD-TEC) is used to control the current and temperature 

1to the laser. At 155 mA and 37 °C, the laser emits at 3683.24 cm- . To provide a scan 

over a range of wavenumbers, a Tektronix AFG3051C arbitrary waveform generator 

is input to the LDD-TEC to ramp the injection current to the laser. By choosing 

the current , temperature , and ramp shape/voltage limits , the laser can scan over a 

desired range of wavenumbers. The scan range used for this experiment was from 

1 13683.5 cm- to 3686.5 cm- , in which there are multiple CO2 and H2O absorption 

lines. 

A schematic of the setup can be seen in Fig. 2. 7, which operates as a pitch/catch 

system. The laser is emitted from the pitch side, passes through the flue gases, and 

the resulting signal is detected on the catch side. Depending on the run, either sap

phire or CaF2 windows with an anti-reflection coating and three minutes of wedge 

are used for laser passage through the flue due to their high transmission in the in

frared. The wedge prevents etaloning effects of the laser signal, resulting in a nearly 

linear baseline. On the pitch side, the laser beam is initially split with a 50/50 CaF2 

beamsplitter. Half of the signal passes through a solid germanium etalon with a free 

spectral range of 0. 75 GHz to provide a wavenumber calibration. The other half 

of the beam is then split again. The first of these beams passes through the flue 

gases, while the second beam passes through an N2 purged tee to provide a baseline 
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signal with no absorption of the flue gases. On the catch side, both the primary and 

secondary beams pass through focusing optics and onto separate detectors. All three 

detectors are connected to a PCI-DAS4020/12 data acquisition board (Measurement 

Computing). Both the pitch and catch sides are housed inside acrylic boxes that are 

purged with N2 such that no absorption of the beam takes place outside the flue. 
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Figure 2.1: Econoburn overall layout of experimental setup for studying two-stage 
biomass boilers. showing (a) the boiler with the upper and lower instru
ment clusters. (b) a cutaway of the boiler showing the flow path through 
the primary and secondary chambers. (c) a schematic of the boiler set-up. 
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(c) 

Figure 2.2: Real time fuel burn rate monitor (RTFBRM) showing views of (a) basket 
assembly with (1) upper cross-member, (2) sliding rods, (3) lower cross
member, (4) basket , (b) piezoelectric compression cell and (c) fuel loading 
sequence consisting of: 2 rows of seven blocks (step 1) , newspaper (step 
2) , kindling organized in grid pattern (step 3) , pyramid construction (step 
4) , additional newspaper inside pyramid (step 5) and additional block to 
cover pyramid (step 6). 
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Figure 2.3 : Instrument cluster cell to measure chamber pressure, temperature (surface 
(not shown) and in-depth) , oxygen and heat flux. 
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of (a) mass, (b) burn rate, and (c) air flow rate data for 
several runs. 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of (a ) 0 2 mole fraction , (b) CO mole fraction , and (c) NO 
mole fraction data. 
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Figure 2.6 : Mean gas temperatures measured in the primary chamber (red line) and 
flue (black line). 
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Figure 2. 7: TDLAS setup showing pitch and catch configuration with zoomed in flue 
and catch side image. 
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CHAPTER III 

Diagnostics and Fundamental Analysis with Single 

Chamber System Level Model 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to experimentally explore the performance of the 

boiler system and to confirm the results by developing a single chamber system level 

model to estimate thermal and combustion performance as a first approximation. This 

permits a general check on the measurements internal consistency as well as providing 

broad guidance to further focus on the concepts that need technical improvement. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the previous chapter (II) the exper

imental setup is discussed. This included a novel apparatus for directly measuring 

the fuel burn rate (FBR) which is essential for making accurate measurements of 

emissions. Section 3.2 summarizes the system level modeling effort based on a well

stirred reactor analysis. Results and discussion will be presented in section 3.3 which 

contains an analytical solution of coupled fuel and boiler response to elucidate the 

behavior of the measured fuel mass loss rate. Finally a summary is presented in 

section 3.4. 
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3.2 Numerical Model Formulation 

A system level model of boiler performance is developed based on quasi-steady 

flow assumptions and well-stirred reactor theory. In this approach, energy conserva

tion equations are derived for the boiler (steel+water = b) , solid fuel (f) and gas 

phase (g) systems, 

QJg + L rhg ,i hi - Qgb + CJair - QJlue (3.1) 
fu el 

. . 
Qgb - Qdel (3.2) 

(3.3) 

where Qdel = Cw rhw(Tw,out - Tw ,in) is the delivered heat to the thermal load (heat 

exchanger) which is experimentally determined from measurements of the water tem

perature and flow rate going in (Tw,in) and out (Tw,out) of the boiler. The quantities 
. . . 

QJg , Qgb and QJzue represent the energy transfer rates from the fuel to the gas, 

from the gas to the boiler, and that flowing out of the flue , respectively. The heat 

transfer from the gas to the boiler is modeled using a mixed convective and radia

tive condition assuming black surfaces: Qgb = A9b[h9b(T9 - Tb) + r7(Ti - Tt)] where 

hgb is the heat transfer coefficient across the gas-boiler interface with area A9b, and 

CJ= 5.567 x 10-8 W/m2 
- K 4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The heat flow from 

the fuel to the gas can be expressed as Qfg = At9 [ht9 (TJ -T9 ) + r7(TJ-T:) J over the 

fuel-gas interface area Afg at wood temperature , Tf. In Eq. (3.3) , LP is the latent heat 

of pyrolysis and mf is the total fuel mass loss rate that is experimentally measured. 

Ash in oak is typically less than 0.5% by mass of the dry fuel [33], and by ignoring 

this small fraction the mass flow rate of the fuel into the gas phase can be written 

as; -mf = L-{uez rhg,i and substituting this relation into the second term in Eq. (3.1) 

results in: ~~cl m.,,A ~ -rh1 ~t'Y; h,(Tp) where Y; are the mass fractions of 
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the pyrolysis gases and hi is the enthalpy of the ith species at the wood pyrolysis 

temperature, TP. The energy flow of gases in and out of the heater are defined as: 

CJair = inairhair and Qflue = inftue "5:,{tue 1'i hi(Tg) , respectively, where inftue is the 

total flue exhaust gas flow rate defined ~s: in flue = inair + inJ. 

The composition of pyrolysis products and flue gases are determined using local 

chemical equilibrium by minimizing the Gibbs function , G = H -TS, for a solid-gas 

system. The minimization of the multiphase flow is determined via Lagrange multi

pliers and elemental potentials as described by Reynolds [38]. The minimization of 

the ideal gas portion of the mixture is based on the pseudo-time stepping continuation 

method of Pope to avoid matrix singularities [39]. Required atomic ratios of molecules 

are established from an assumed wood composition, CH1.700.72 N 0 _001 , corresponding 

to red oak. The composition of the pyrolysis products are assumed to consist of 

CO, CO2 , H 2O, H 2 , CH4 and C(solid) [40- 42] and are a function of an assumed 

wood pyrolysis temperature. Figure 3.1 presents pyrolysis products versus assumed 

pyrolysis temperature and shows the char produced varies little over the temperature 

range of 500 - 800 K. For the model predictions, a wood pyrolysis temperature of 

700 K is selected resulting in pyrolysis product yields of Yeo = 0.007, Yco2 = 0.3086, 

YH2 0 = 0.291 , YH2 = 0.0109, YcH4 = 0.1096 , Yc(solid) = 0.2724 (and very small traces 

of C3 H 8 ). The char yield from this estimate compares favorably to measured char 

yields found in literature [33 , 40]. Emission predictions are found to be relatively 

insensitive to the selection of Tp between 500 and 800 K. For the flue gases , the 

pyrolysis products are augmented with a known air flow rate , inair = 3.02 kg/min , 

measured from the blower. The flue gases are assumed to be composed of the same 

species as the pyrolysis products but with YcH4 = Yc3 H8 = Yc(solid) = 0, i.e., due to 

complete combustion within the "stirred-reactor". 

Since the the thermal inertia of the solid fuel small relative to that of the 

boiler, the fuel is assumed to be at its pyrolysis temperature, therefore dTJ / dt ~ 0. 
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Equation (3.3) is approximated to , QJg = inJLp , and used to simplify Eq. (3.1) to, 

(3.4) 

With int and Qdel given from the experimental data, Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) are inte

grated in time using a semi-implicit time marching scheme. In this approach, tem

perature time derivatives are discretized using first-order forward differences, i.e. , 

dT/ dt ~ (Tn+l -Tn)/ t:..t and all source term quantities on the right hand side (RHS) 

are evaluated at the n + 1 time level. The system of non-linear, implicit equations 

are solved using an algorithm that employs inverse quadratic interpolation with a 

combination of the bisection and secant method known more commonly as Brent 's 

method where convergence is defined when changes in r;+ 1 are smaller than a speci

fied error tolerance [43]. For each iteration, the chemical composition of the flue gases 

is updated using chemical equilibrium and current value of rn+l until convergence is 

achieved for that time step. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

A total of eight boiler runs are conducted using both full and half loads. Data 

is collected to determine fuel mass trends, emissions and thermal efficiency. While 

careful attention is spent initializing a consistent fuel load for each run, invariably 

there are run-to-run variations due to changes in fuel composition, changes in burning 

evolution and varied weather conditions. The fuel mass loss rate is highly sensitive 

to the fuel surface area for heat transfer and heat transfer coefficient therefore, the 

time evolution of the combustion process will be directly effected by the mechanical 

failure of the blocks as they undergo decomposition. 
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3.3.1 Solid Fuel Mass Loss and Mass Loss Rate 

Figure 3.2(a) presents the measured fuel mass as a function of time for all runs. 

The data is presented with various run conditions including three half load runs and 

one warm start ( where the fuel is ignited by the hot coal bed instead of kindling and 

newspaper). As expected the solid fuel mass decreases monotonically over time. The 

mass loss is filtered and fitted using a second order, low-pass Butterworth filter and 

cubic spline interpolation which is then piecewise differentiated to compute the FBR 

(-inf). Figure 3.2(b) presents the results of these operations showing a repeatable 

peak burn rate at ~ 30 - 60 minutes depending on initial load size. 

Data reduction of the FBR measurements is achieved using an analytical anal

ysis of the burn rate is expressed as: int = -in'JAJg where in'J is the mass flux of 

pyrolysis products and Afg ~ (mJ / PJ )2!3 is the pyrolysis surface area ( char is assumed 

to oxidize as soon as it is formed). During the burning process it is hypothesized that 

the Afg decreases with time due to the reduction in fuel while in'J increases in time 

due to the increase in heat flux to the pyrolysis surface. The product combination of 

these two trends will therefore lead to a local maximum in burn rate - consistent with 

the experimental observations. Substituting Qgb and QJg from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) , 

respectively, into Eq. (3.1) , and enforcing the condition that the thermal inertia of 

the gas and fuel are small relative to the boiler then Eq. (3.2) becomes, 

(3.5) 

Since changes in sensible energy are small relative to changes in chemical energy 

c~ntent ,_the last t~ree terms on the RHS of .Eq. (3.5) are simplifie~ to: ~tel ing,ihi ~ 

Qair - QJlue ~ -mtf::lhcomb , where 6.hcomb IS the heat of combust10n oft pyrolysis 

products. Integrating Eq. (3.5) from the initial state of when the wood first starts to 
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decompose (Tb,o, mt,o) to an arbitrary time, t , results in the following relation , 

(3.6) 

where 6.Qdel = Jpdetdt is the total heat delivered and f::lh~omb (llhcomb -Lp) is the 

effective heat of c\lmbustion. With the wood assumed to be at its pyrolysis temper

ature, the mass flux of gases can be expressed as: m'J ~ h(Tb - Td) / LP where TP is 

the previously defined wood pyrolysis temperature and his an (unknown) convection 

coefficient. Substituting Eq. (3.6) into the fuel mass flux, along with the approxima

tion, Atg ~ (mt/Pt )213
, results in a , single, non-linear, ordinary differential equation 

for the non-dimensionalized fuel mass (Mt) , 

(3.7) 

The quantity tc represents a characteristic time scale and is defined as: tc mbCb/ 

[A0 h(t:..h~omb/Lp) ]where A0 = 6(m0 / Pt )2!3 is the initial fuel surface area. This is taken 

as a first approximation of the fuel surface area assuming a cubic shape, where block 

to block proximity ( decreases effective surface area) and fuel fragmentation (increases 

effective surface area) are left unquantified. Taking the derivative of Eq. (3.7) with 

respect to T and setting the result equal to zero results in a condition for when the 

peak mass loss rate will occur: Mt(Tpeak) = 2a/5. In order for the mass flux to be 

positive then Tb,o > Td , therefore a must always be greater than unity. During the 

early phases of the burning process, t:..Qdel is equal to zero since the water in the boiler 

is only recirculated by pump Pl therefore there is no thermal load (see Fig. 3.9(a)). 

Using this assumption, Eq. (3.7) may be analytically integrated to get a closed form, 

inverse solution for Mt , in terms of T and a , 
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(3.8) 

Figure 3.3 presents comparisons of normalized mean measured fuel and mass 

loss rate data to the theory where the results of Fig. 3.2 are re-plotted in terms of 

Mt and T. For each data set , a is first determined by identifying the value of Mt 

corresponding to the peak mass loss rate (Mt,max) , i.e., a = (5/2)Mt,max· For many 

of the cases, this corresponds to a ~ 1.6. Substituting in Mt = (2/5)a and the 

value of a into Eq. (3.8) provides the non-dimensional time corresponding to the 

peak mass loss rate, Tmax = tmax/tc ~ 0.5. Comparing this result to time measured 

(tmax) results in an estimated value of tc ~ 1.39 hr which can be thought of as a 

characteristic response time of the coupled boiler and solid fuel system. This response 

time represents the "elbow" of the original data mass loss curve and is often referred 

to to by the wood appliance industry as the "steady-state" portion of the burn rate 

curve. Figure 3.3(b) shows the mass loss rate measurements replotted in terms of Mt 

and T. As shown, the measurements nicely collapse over the early time indicating the 

theory and measurements are self-consistent. At later times, deviations are however 

observed when the theory is expected to break down when Qdel is no longer negligible, 

however, the following empirical curve fit is applicable, 

+ 1.3025T3 
- 1.3726T2 

- 0.2164T - 1.0031 (3.9) 

and is shown as the best-fit mean (red line) in Fig. 3.3. This empirical fit could serve 

as a natural starting point for characterizing and reducing data for a new boiler/fuel 
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system that has a similar heat load apparatus. 

3.3.2 Emissions 

3.3.2.1 Time Trends 

Emissions and temperature predictions from the system level numerical model 

are compared to measured data in Fig. 3.4 showing (a) exit flue and primary chamber 

gas temperatures, (b) exhaust and primary chamber 0 2 and (c) CO2 concentrations 

for three full-load boiler runs. Input parameters for the numerical model are summa

rized in Table 3.1. 

Looking at the temperature profiles in Fig. 3.4 (a) the primary chamber gas 

temperature reaches a higher magnitude at peak burn rate compared to the temper

atures downstream at the flue and those predicted by the model ( corresponding to 

the exit / flue) . The variation in temperatures in the range from O< T < 1 imply the 

early effects of mixing within the primary chamber, compared to the smooth trend 

seen in the measured flue temperatures. The sudden change in trend seen in the 

measured flue temperatures at approximately T = 0.25 is due to the closing of the 

damper changing the path of exhaust gasses and effectively increasing the thermal 

capacitance experienced by the gas stream. Oxygen concentration in the primary 

chamber is expectedly lower due to the split of the air stream into the primary and 

nozzle locations. During the ramp up of the FBR there is a corresponding increase in 

gas temperatures and CO2 while a decrease in 0 2 is observed. Run-to-run variations 

in the modeling and data are due to slight differences in the time dependent heat 

transfer load, Qdel· Overall, the agreement between the model predictions and data 

is reasonable with the model reproducing the same dependency on the heat transfer 

load. Differences between experimental and model predictions are largely due to two 

reasons. The first is the well stirred reactor assumption where the extent of combus-
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tion is over-predicted resulting in higher predicted values of temperatures and CO2 

and an under prediction of 0 2 . In reality, burning rate of the pyrolysis gases will 

be highly dependent on the rate of turbulent mixing in the primary and secondary 

chambers for which the current model does not take into account. The second reason 

for differences is the non-homogeneous heat transfer path present in the experiments 

that is not accounted for in the model resulting in a predicted lag in the peak temper

ature, CO2 and 0 2 . As shown in Fig. 3.4, the difference in the peak temperature is 

approximately 6.T ~ 0.5 corresponding to a physical time of approximately 42 min. 

Using the definition of tc with 6.h~omb = 19.9MJ/kg , Lp = 6.73MJ/kg for red oak 

and mb =(ms+ mw) = 1053 kg , Cb= (m8 C8 + mwCw)/mb = 1036.7 J /kg· K then a 

convection heat transfer coefficient of h = 146 W/m2 
• K is determined. This convec

tion coefficient can be used to compute an estimated boiler thermal response time of 

Tb= mbCb/(hAb) = 35 min which is in good agreement to the observed thermal time 

lag. Considering the ratio of fuel to boiler heat capacity (mJCJ )/(mbCb) = 0.035 the 

effect of the fuel thermal inertia is neglected over that of the boiler. 

3.3.2.2 State Maps 

To better understand the operating conditions of the boiler, three dimensional 

emission state-maps are constructed from the experimental data and model predic

tions as a function of temperature and equivalence ratio (¢) - analogous to those 

often used in the automobile industry to identify favorable combustion trajectories 

[44- 46]. Figure 3.5 shows a representative result showing experimental data and a 

best-fit three dimensional surface that is generated using a Delaunay triangulation 

based linear interpolation followed by a mean convolution filter [4 7, 48]. The resulting 

surface is also projected as a colored contour at the ground plane. 

Figure 3.6 and 3.8 show a comparison of state-space maps for major species 

( 0 2 , CO2 and H 2O) and minor species (CO , NO) , respectively. For each case, 
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surfaces are constructed using all of the experimental data along with associated 

model predictions. For all cases, a representative combustion trajectory is added 

(black line) showing a typical time history of emissions as a function of time. 

For major species , the overall trends and magnitude within the T - </> space is 

similar and consistent with the time history predictions. As expected using equilib

rium theory, the major species vary little with temperature since they are energeti

cally stable at lower temperatures. The emission data from the experiments, however, 

shows much more variation is largely due to the presence of turbulent mixing as the 

flow progresses through the chambers of the boiler. The effects of turbulent mixing 

are further illustrated in Fig. 3. 7 showing a comparison of major species mass fraction 

as a function of mixture fraction (Z). For steady laminar flames , it is well known 

that major species of combustion collapse into a single curve as a function of mixture 

fraction [49, 50]. The lines in Fig. 3. 7 are results from a low strain laminar flame 

showing clearly the data does not collapse. The reason for which is associated with 

the effects of turbulent mixing which is not accounted for in the current system level 

model. 

Figure 3.8 shows the state space maps of CO and NO which do not agree 

well with model predictions. This level of disagreement is expected since CO and 

NO formation is governed by relatively slow reaction kinetics compared to the fast 

chemistry associated with the equilibrium assumption. Additionally experimental 

results are also subject to the effects of incomplete combustion where the lack of 

adequate local 0 2 forces the partial oxidation of carbon producing more CO. Since the 

equivalence ratio is fuel lean the increase in observed CO levels indicates inconsistent 

mixing conditions and longer residence times. The under-predicted levels of NO are 

due to the low gas temperatures where the N2 molecules lack the energy to dissociate. 

Compared with experimental conditions where NO is likely generated to a greater 

extent in the high temperature gases within the separated primary chamber. A feature 
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which is not present in the current model. The predominant trend in experimental 

results are higher concentrations of CO and NO with increasing temperature and 

equivalence ratio. However, with CO an additional peak is seen at approximately 

</> = 0.1 which occurs toward the end of a run. This secondary peak is likely due to 

the hot coal bed and heterogeneous surface reactions of 0 2 with the embers , creating 

CO in higher concentrations without a sustained flame to complete the combustion 

process to CO2 [51]. It does however provide a trade-off strategy, where keeping 

the equivalence ratio predominantly between 0.15 and 0.4 and running at higher 

temperatures would allow for operation in lower CO state space resulting in reduced 

CO levels. Unfortunately the higher temperatures would also result in greater N2 

dissociation and oxidation into NO. 

3.3.3 Thermal Efficiency 

Thermal efficiency is often expressed in terms of total (integrated) heat de

livered (t::.Qdel) divided by the total caloric chemical energy available (f:::.Qcomb) of 

the solid fuel used, i.e., 'ffth = f:::.Qdez/ f:::.Qcomb , where a single efficiency is reported 

per fuel charge [ 6]. While this definition provides a rough estimate of the average 

efficiency of a boiler, it is limited since important transient information is lost. The 

missing time dependent information is useful for not only understanding the boiler 

dynamics but also as an input parameter for developing boiler control strategies. An 

instantaneous thermal efficiency (T/th) is therefore desirable. The practical calcula

tion of it is problematic, often resulting in computed values of T/th greater than unity. 

The fallacy using this definition is it assumes the boiler is running at "steady-state" 

therefore the unsteady heating of the boiler (steel and water jacket) is not taken 

into account. Since the thermal inertia of most boilers is large relative to the heat 

produced, ignoring the thermal inertia of the boiler results in large errors in T/th· To 

circumvent these challenges an alternative definition of T/th is desirable that accounts 
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for the rate of heat transfer into thermal storage (Qstar): T/th = (Qdel + Q star)/ Q comb 

where Qcomb = (lriitl f::lh~omb) is the heat produced from combustion. The term 

Qstar = Cb mb (dTb/ dt) represents the instantaneous heat transferred to the boiler. 

Figure 3.9 (a) shows the Q~s versus T for a typical boiler run. Qdel and Qstor are 

inversely proportional indicating the heat rate delivered from the water is coming 

from the boiler heat capacitance - rather than directly from the heat generated from 

combustion. For T > 3, the Qcomb -+ 0, resulting in a relatively large transfer to the 

the load at the expense of the boiler thermal capacitance. 

While conceptually the T/th definition with a storage term is appealing, practical 

challenges remain with the measurement (and interpretation) of dTb/ dt since the 

boiler isn 't truly thermally homogeneous, resulting in T/th > l at certain times during 

the burn. To reduce these problems and still provide time dependent information, 

an integrated thermal efficiency is defined: fith (t:..Qdel + f::lQ star)/ f::lQ comb , where 

t:..Qi Jpi dt. Figure 3.9(b) presents these terms for the same boiler run as in (a). 

The corre~ponding t:..Q 's are much smoother and physically realizable over the entire 

boiler experiment. Use of these terms for defining fith is presented in Fig. 3.9(c) 

for three data sets and shows a reasonable collapse with fith having a nearly linear 

increase over the range of 1 < T < 2 and attains a final value of approximately 55% 

- consistent with thermal efficiencies commonly reported for these devices [6] . 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter initiated the investigation into the emissions and thermal effi

ciency of a domestic two-stage wood fired hydronic heater. A novel approach for 

measuring instantaneous solid fuel mass and burn rate is presented in the previous 

chapter and used a piezo-electric based load cell showing evidence of a peak burn rate 

with time. A new analytical theory of mass loss rate is developed that results in a 
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collapse of mass loss rate data during the early phases of burning and explains the 

existence of the maximum mass loss rate as a competition between the increase in 

heat flux to the fuel surface and decrease in fuel surface area with time. The theory 

is also found to be useful when estimating the convective heat transfer coefficient and 

in estimating thermal response times of a boiler. 

A single chamber lumped system level model is created to predict exit gas tem

peratures and emissions species concentrations using a gas phase equilibrium model 

working under well-stirred reactor assumptions. The model predicts gas tempera

tures in reasonable agreement to measured experimental values as well as reasonable 

predictions of major species concentrations. As expected, the model falls short with 

CO and NO predictions due to those reactions being governed more heavily by finite 

rate chemistry and high temperature N2 dissociation which isn't reached at the lower 

lumped temperatures predicted in the model. An expansion of the system to include 

separated combustion zones and inclusion of an improved emissions model capable 

of defining the extent of mixing could improve the predictions and provide added 

system level resolution. State map contours are developed to describe the path of the 

emissions over a typical burn. Comparisons of experimental data and model ( equi

librium) predictions show similar overall trends but only compare reasonably well in 

magnitude for major species (02 , CO2 and H 2O). Initial thoughts pointed towards 

the reduced turbulent mixing to likely be the cause of these differences, followed by 

the differences in reaction rates from finite rate chemistry versus equilibrium. 

Finally, a method for examining the progression of the overall thermal effi

ciency is presented by including the thermal inertia and integrating the value from 

time zero to each respective point in time. The result is a temporal progression of 

the integrated thermal efficiency leading to the final and overall thermal efficiency. 

The results indicate a linear growth rate of efficiency in the range of 1 < T < 2 and 

reaching an asymptotic value corresponding to that reported in testing of two-stage 
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hydronic heaters. 

P aramet er 

mb 
m s 
m w 
m o 
LP 

6.h~omb 
6.h~omb/ LP 

hgb 
TP 

Moisture content 
Afg 
Agb 

PJ 
ct 
Cb 
Cs 
Cw 

Value 

1054kg 
898 kg 
155 kg 
28kg 

6.73MJ/ kg 
19.9MJ/ kg 

2.96 [52] 
146W/ m 2 ·K 

700K 
8.3% 

0.504m2 

3.513m2 

1150 kg / m 3 

1360 J / kg · K 
1037 J / kg · K 
490 J / kg · K 

4188 J / kg · K 

Table 3.1: Summary of parameters for system level model. 
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Figure 3.1: Pyrolysis products as a function of pyrolysis temperature. 
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(b) fuel mass loss rate (Mt). 
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CHAPTER IV 

Effects of Non-Homogeneous Fuel Decomposition 

4.1 Introduction 

The challenges that were discovered in the previous chapter's system level 

model indicated that there was a missing link. Initially it was thought that the major 

difference seen in the emissions predictions were due to the inability to characterize 

the turbulent mixing and differences in reaction rates from finite rate chemistry versus 

equilibrium. This initially directed the study to look into flamelet generated manifolds 

which would be computationally more efficient since the flame simulations would be 

run outside of the model and the lookup process would be considerably fast even 

compared to equilibrium calculation. The intent of the system level model is to remain 

computationally low cost so it could be adapted for control/optimization purposes. 

There was no obvious method for characterizing the mixture variance (the turbulent 

mixing) and therefore left a rather large unknown in the flamelet approach. It was 

also well realized early on that the wood changes during the burn. Up to this point , 

and like the general biomass community, a constant fuel composition was prescribed 

to be the fuel composition during the entirety of the burn. A means to define the 

exact instantaneous fuel composition was needed. 

The novelty of the following analysis is to provide a method for calculating in 
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real-time the changing fuel composition and major flue emissions (CO2 and H 20). 

The direct measurement of important major combustion species CO2 and H 20 at el

evated temperatures can often be cost-prohibitive. This analysis provides an accurate 

approach for their calculation using low-cost , routine measurements. This study also 

demonstrates that real-time fuel characterization for practical biomass combustion 

systems can improve efficiency calculations over those using a constant fuel assump

tion. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the experimental setup is 

discussed. Section 4.2 will detail the analysis used to calculate the exhaust species 

and non-homogeneous elemental fuel composition. Section 4.3 will discuss the results 

of the CO2 and H 20 validation with TDLAS . Finally, section 4.4 will summarize and 

outline the novelty of this work. 

4.2 Emissions Analysis 

A variable fuel formulation is developed to determine the flue gas composition 

given the direct measurements of fuel and air flow rate, CO, NO, and 0 2 . In this 

approach, the wood fuel is assumed to have a variable composition, with the defining 

characteristic that the hydrogen and oxygen are released at a constant 2:1 ratio [53]. 

To include fuel nitrogen and reduce unknowns in the analysis, NO emissions are 

assumed to be derived entirely from the fuel , consistent with earlier studies [8 , 32, 

54, 55]. This assumption is supported by the recent results of Rabaccal et al. 2013 

[8] where measured NO emissions are linearly correlated with fuel nitrogen. While 

there are various products of incomplete combustion, CO and NO are the only ones 

considered in this analysis since they are the only products that can be measured 

using the Testo gas analyzer. The sensitivity of the NO was investigated and shown 

to produce a negligible difference in the results of the following analysis. Other 
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products of incomplete combustion that are on the same order of magnitude as NO 

are also assumed negligible. Additionally, since CO is an intermediate species of CO2 

production, it is among the more substantial of the minor species and is often used 

as a direct indicator of combustion performance [25 , 26 , 56, 57]. The overall one-step 

reaction for combustion is assumed to have the following form, 

(4.1) 

On the left hand side of the reaction, the unknown wood fuel composition is described 

as C 1H 2bObNh with the moisture content of the fuel included as part of the composi

tion. The moisture coefficient ry describes the ratio of mole fractions between oxygen 

and water in humid air, and is calculated from ambient humidity and temperature 

measurements, leaving three unknowns (b, h, and a). On the right hand side of the 

reaction, the remaining species coefficients c, d, e, g , and the total moles, Ntot , leave 

a total of eight unknowns. Three constraints are provided by measured values of CO , 

NO , and 02 expressed as Xco = d/Ntot , XNo = h/Ntot and Xo2 = g/Ntot , respec

tively. Three more constraints come from atomic balances for C , H , and O (N is 

dependent on the NO measurement) along with the condition that the mole fractions 

sum to unity. Closure of the system of equations is obtained from measurements of 

fuel mass loss and air flow rate , 

MWc + 2bMWH + bMW0 + hMWN 
(4.2)

a(MW02 + 3.76MWN2 + ry MWH20) 
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0 

In total, eight equations are solved and are expressed in matrix form as, 

0 0 0 -1 0 0 Xco 0 (
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 -1 0 0 0 0 a 

0 1 3.76 1 1 1 1 -1 C 0 
(4.3) 

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 d 1 

2 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 e 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 0 

where t he quant it ies W and D are defined as, 

(4.4) 

D = (- 2MWH - MWo) (4.5) 

T he system of equations are solved for each sample measurement using Gaus

sian elimination. The result ing analysis provides real-t ime C , H , 0 , and N atomic 

ratios for t he non-homogeneously decomposing fuel, and emissions mole fraction of 

sp ecies (CO2 , H 20 , CO, N O, 0 2 and N 2 ) in t he flue exhaust. 

4.2.1 Experimental Validation: TDLAS Measurements of C O2 and H 20 

Tunable diode laser absorpt ion spectroscopy is used to directly measure t he 

concentrations of C O2 and H 20 of t he exhaust gas in t he flue in order to validate 

t he new analysis. Accurate measurements of mole fractions are obtained because t he 

signal is a result of individual ro-vibrational molecular absorpt ion transit ions, and 
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the lineshape of the gas absorption features are well defined. A schematic of the 

diagnostic setup is shown in Fig. 2. 7. 

The infrared laser diode is a distributed feedback quantum cascade laser con

structed by Nanoplus specifically for emission at 2. 715 µm , packaged in a TO-5 heat 

sink housing with a collimation lens on the front. A Lightwave ILX LDC-3721 laser 

diode driver and thermoelectric cooler (LDD-TEC) is used to control the laser. The 

diode emits at 2. 715 µm when the temperature is 37°C and the current is 155 mA 

(output power of 5.4 mW). To scan through a wavenumber range, the output cur

rent is modulated using a Tektronix AFG3051C arbitrary function generator, with a 

frequency of 20 H z . The function generator output is connected to the LDD-TEC in

put , and modulates the output current of the LDD to the laser. The small, controlled 

current modulation scans the laser from a low to high wavelength. The wavenumber 

scan range used for these measurements is approximately 3683.5 cm-1 to 3686.5 cm-1
. 

This range is used to capture both CO2 and H20 peaks in a single ramp. 

Due to incomplete combustion, soot is also present in the exhaust gases , and 

can accumulate on the CaF2 windows. To mitigate this effect , the windows are bathed 

with N2 throughout the duration of a run. To eliminate absorption in the laboratory 

air, the laser pitch and laser catch sides are housed in acrylic boxes that are purged 

with N2 . 

Every ten seconds, the system collects four ramps with 10, 000 data points 

(2500 points per ramp). Running at a frequency of 20 H z, four ramps are scanned 

over a period of 0.2 seconds, which is faster than the transients occurring in the boiler. 

Three detectors are connected to a data acquisition system (National Instruments). 

The first detector captures the signal through a solid germanium etalon with a free 

spectral range of 0. 73 GHz , which is used to convert between arbitrary time and 

wavenumber. The second detector captures the absorption signal through the flue 

gas. The third detector captures a baseline ramp, which is N2 purged over its entire 
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line-of-sight such that there is no absorption. This line-of-sight passes through the 

baseline tee, which extends from window to window in the flue, and is pumped with 

N2 throughout the run. 

The data from the three detectors is used to convert the raw signal ( arbitrary 

voltage versus arbitrary time) into the final transmission versus wavenumber signal, 

which is compared to simulations obtained using a line-by-line code. The path length 

through the flue gas is known precisely, and the temperature of the gas is known from 

a thermocouple located just upstream of the measurement. Simulations are performed 

for various combinations of CO2 and H20 mole fractions at the given temperature, 

and a Chi-square error surface is constructed from which the minimum gives the best

fit to the boiler data. The error surface monotonically decreases in all directions, such 

that the minimum found from the simulations is assumed to be a global minimum. 

The error surface, and corresponding raw data and best-fit simulation data can be 

seen in Fig. 4.1. 

4.3 Results 

A comparison of TDLAS measurements versus emissions estimates of CO2 

(assuming either the VFF or CFF) is shown in Fig. 4.2. The data bars represent 

variation in the measurements over three runs. Comparison of the VFF against 

TDLAS measurements agree well with a mean error of approximately 6%. The CFF 

formulation , however, under predicts by a mean error of approximately 23%. These 

differences are due to the preferential release of H 20 early in time which changes the 

effective composition of C , H , 0 , and N in the wood. The VFF accounts for these 

changes, where the CFF inherently does not. The location of the peak CO2 range 

(Fig. 4.2) corresponds approximately to the minimum CO (Fig. 2.5b). Within this 

period between 1 and 2.5 hrs, the excess air ratio is at its minimum (approximately 
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3) , and together with higher gas temperatures (Fig. 2.6) creates favorable oxidation 

conditions, resulting in an increase in CO2 and decrease in CO [58]. 

The early release of H 2O can be seen in Fig. 4.3 where a comparison of 

the calculated VFF and CFF against TDLAS measurments are presented. Excellent 

agreement is observed between the TDLAS measurements and the VFF with an ap

proximate mean error of 14%. However due to the uniform fuel assumption of the 

CFF, H 2O is underpredicted at early times and overpredicted during the charcoal 

oxidation stage, resulting in a mean error of approximately 64%. This direct com

parison to TDLAS demonstrates the clearly erroneous assumption of a constant fuel 

approach, and shows that the VFF provides a more accurate physical description. 

4.3.1 Time History: Elemental Fuel Composition 

Red oak has an approximate composition of C1H1.700 _72 N0_001 [35], and with 

the 8.3% dry basis unbound water, is approximately C1H1.94O0_83N0_001 . Since no 

constraint in the emission analysis has been placed on the exact fuel composition 

and moisture content , the elemental composition of the fuel can be determined as 

a function of time. Figure 4.4 shows the ratios H/C, 0/C, and N/C as a function 

of time. Distinct stages of drying, pyrolysis/combustion and charcoal oxidation are 

identified in Fig. 4.4. In the drying stage, the majority of unbound fuel moisture 

has been driven from the fuel , resulting in an increase in effective H and O atomic 

ratios in the fuel. This is further supported by integrating the fuel based H 2O where 

approximately 2.2 kg (amount of free H 2O contained in 28 kg of 8.3% moist fuel) 

has been release at approximately 0.25 hrs, corresponding with the end of the drying 

stage. The second stage consists of a combination of virgin fuel pyrolysis and com

bustion resulting in a linear decrease in H and O with time until the fuel H has been 

oxidized. Stage three , starting at approximately 2. 75 hrs, is characterized by the full 

consumption of Hand O leading to the charcoal oxidation stage. The nitrogen slowly 
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increases as the remaining charcoal is further depleted. 

4.3.2 Time History: Heating Value 

The time dependent fuel composition can be used to estimate the higher heat

ing value (HHV) of the fuel [33]. 

H HV = (33.5 [CC] + 142.3 [HC] - 15.4[0C] - 14.5[NC]) x 10-2 (4.6) 

Equation (4.6) represents the (HHV) [MJ/kg] for biomass fuel given a specified 

elemental mass percentage for carbon (CC) , hydrogen (HC) , oxygen (OC) , and ni

trogen (NC) [33]. Figure 4.5 presents the HHV for the variable fuel composition with 

comparison to reference values for red oak (with 8.3% moisture content) and coal. 

The images in Fig. 4.5 show the progression of the burn at early and late times. As 

the virgin fuel dries early in time, it undergoes pyrolysis and forms charcoal, and the 

HHV is reduced (close to the constant value of 17.5 MJ/kg for red oak). The later 

burning is characterized primarily by charcoal oxidation, where the HHV approaches 

that of coal (32.3 M J /kg). The three modes of biomass conversion ( drying, pyrolysis 

and char oxidation) are widely known [8, 33, 41 , 59, 60] and are confirmed in these 

results. 

4.3.3 Time History: Thermal Efficiency 

Thermal efficiency is often expressed in terms of total (integrated) heat de

livered (t::.Qdel) divided by the total caloric chemical energy available (f:::.Qcomb) of 

the fuel used , i.e. , rfth = f:::.Q det/ f:::.Q comb , where a single efficiency is reported per 

fuel charge [ 6]. While this definition provides an estimate of the average efficiency of 
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an appliance , it is limited since important transient information is lost. The miss

ing time dependent information is useful for understanding the boiler dynamics to 

improve function and design. An instantaneous thermal efficiency (Tith) is therefore 

desirable. The practical calculation of it is difficult , since previously the time depen

dent caloric value of the wood was unknown. Using the results from Fig. 4.5 , T/th 

can now be computed as: T/th = (Qdel + C2stor)IC2comb , where C2comb = (lmtl HHV) is 

the heat produced from combustion. The term C2stor = Cbmb (dTb/dt) represents the 

instantaneous heat transferred to the boiler and inferred from the measured mean 

water and wall temperatures. The term Qdel = Cw rhw(Tw,out - Tw,in) is the deliv

ered heat to the thermal load (heat exchanger) which is experimentally determined 

from measurements of the water temperature and flow rate going in (Tw ,in) and out 

(Tw ,out) of the boiler. The inverse relationship between the fuel heat rate and the 

efficiency results in higher efficiency with lower heat rate. This is due to the time 

lag associated with heat transfer through the boiler. Figure 4.6 shows Qdel, Qstor, 

CJcombVFF , and CJcombCFF versus time for a typical boiler run. It can be seen that Qdel 

and Q star are inversely proportional , indicating the heat rate delivered from the water 

is coming from the boiler heat capacitance, rather than from the heat generated from 

combustion. Compared to the CFF description, the heat release from the VFF is 

comparatively lower in the beginning and higher at the end, which is consistent with 

the individual fuel descriptions for red oak and coal. Figure 4. 7 shows a comparison 

of the VFF and CFF instantaneous efficiency as a function of time. The efficiency 

using the CFF heating value (Fig. 4.6 , blue dashed line) results in non-physical values 

greater than unity. It is only when the heating value derived from the VFF (Fig. 4.6 , 

red solid line) is used that physically realistic efficiencies are achieved. Integrated 

thermal efficiencies ( rfth = (6.Q del +6.Q star)/6.Qcomb) calculated with CFF and VFF 

are comparable at approximately rfthCFF = 50% and rfthVFF = 54%, respectively. 
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4.4 Summary 

Emissions and flow rate measurements are used in the new analysis and vali

dated using direct , non-intrusive , first principles-based TDLAS measurements of CO2 

and H 2 0. The analysis provides estimates of major exhaust species and changes in 

elemental fuel composition using emissions measurements of CO , NO , and 0 2 and 

flow measurements of fuel and air. Good agreement was shown in the validation, 

comparing predictions of CO2 and H 20 to TDLAS measurements. 

This new analysis provides a clear description of the various stages in fuel 

decomposition for batch-run wood burning systems. The changing elemental com

position of the fuel is calculated without direct knowledge of the exact wood type 

or unbound moisture content. Three distinct burn stages are identified consisting of 

drying, pyrolysis/combustion and charcoal oxidation. Using the varying composition, 

a time dependent HHV is estimated and shown to vary from 10 M J / kg early in the 

heating process to 33 M J /kg. These stages are consistent with the observed burn

ing modes. Lastly, the time dependent HHV is used to determine a time dependent 

thermal efficiency which is useful for understanding the instantaneous performance 

of the boiler. 
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and late ( charcoal oxidation) fuel burn progression. 
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CHAPTER V 

Predictions of Non-Homogeneous Fuel 

Decomposition and Fuel Burn Rate 

5.1 Introduction 

From the development of the variable fuel formulation (VFF) in Chapter 4 it 

became clear that this type of analysis could be highly useful particularly if it was also 

applicable for other/any biomass fuels. This chapter further explores this possibility 

by looking at cherry cordwood and pine in addition to the BIOBLOCKS. A modified 

Non-homogeneous Fuel Decomposition Formulation (NHFDF) is developed in a way 

that re-enforces and further validates the approach used in the VFF from Chapter 3. 

The purpose of this study to introduce a simple and robust analysis that 

is applicable to a wide range of biomass fuels, and which no longer requires prior 

knowledge of the fuel composition. Non-homogeneous fuel decomposition is explored 

during typical batch operation of a domestic wood-fired hydronic heater. An analysis 

based on a global reaction mechanism is presented where an atom balance between the 

input (fuel and air) and output (exhaust) is used to provide indirect measurements 

of elemental fuel composition, and indirectly demonstrates the stability of the fuel 

hydrogen-to-oxygen ratio with time. It is demonstrated that the analysis provides 

an accurate instantaneous method for calculating the fuel burn rate and fuel mass, 
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which is beneficial if direct measurement is not feasible. The analysis used in this 

study requires the measurement of in-situ gas concentrations of 0 2 , CO , NO , CO2 , 

and H2 O, which are achieved through a variety of measurement techniques including 

Zr02 oxygen sensors, electrochemical sensors, and tunable diode laser absorption 

spectroscopy (TDLAS) [61 , 62]. 

The rest of this study is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the experimental 

setup is discussed. Section 5.2 will summarize the numerical aspect of the analysis. 

Section 5.3 will discuss the results of different fuels tested. Finally, section 5.4 will 

summarize the major conclusions. 

5.2 Non-Homogeneous Fuel Decomposition Formulation (NHFDF) 

The NHFDF has been developed to use measured in situ concentrations of 

exhaust gas species to calculate the real-time fuel composition. The global reaction 

used in this study is shown in Eq. (5.1). 

C1HxOyNz +a(02+3.76N2 + 1 H20)--+ 
(5.1) 

c H 20 + d CO+ e CO2 + 3. 76 a N2+ g 0 2 + z NO+ h V 

NOx emissions have been found to be directly related to fuel nitrogen content , so 

in this study the nitrogen originating in the fuel is assumed to only be converted to 

NO in the products [63- 65]. The moisture bound in the fuel is included in the fuel 

composition, and the ambient air is assumed to consist of 21 % 0 2 and 79% N 2 by 

volume, with trace elements ignored. The final term on the products side accounts 

for material that is left over in the boiler after a run has finished , which is comprised 

of a mix of constituents, including ash, charcoal , and unburned fuel , all of which are 

collectively termed the vestigial products (V). Equation (5.2) relates the percentage 
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of vestigial products to the fuel atomic mass at every time step. 

V 
h = 100 ( 1 + x + y + z) (5.2) 

The atom balances and measured-value equations can be seen in Eq. (5.3). 

C: l=d+ e 

H : 0 = x + 2a - 2c 

0: 0 = y - z + a (2 + ry) - c - d - 2e - 2g 

Testa : 0 = XcoNtot - d 

(5.3) 

Ntot: 0 = Ntot - c - d - e - 3.76a - g - z - h 

V: -1 = x + y + z - h/ V 

The first three equations are the atom balances for carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. 

The next three equations are the Testa-measured CO , NO , and 0 2 concentrations 

in the flue. The next two equations are the TDLAS-measured concentrations of CO2 

and H 2 0. The next equation is a molar conservation equation. The last equation 

accounts for vestigial products. In total , ten equations are solved and are expressed 

in matrix form in Eq. (5.4). 
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0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0!0 ( ( 1 (( X 

0 0 2ry - 2 0 0 0 0 0 y 0 

0 1 -1 (2 + 'Y) -1 -1 - 2 - 2 0 0 z 0 

0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 Xco 0 a 0 

0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 XNo 0 C 0 
(5.4) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 Xo2 0 d 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 Xco2 0 e 0 

0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 XH20 0 g 0 

0 0 -1 - (3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 Ntot 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/V( 1 ( (-1 (( h 

This analysis provides H / C (x), 0 / C (y), and N / C (z) atomic ratios of the non-

homogeneously decomposing fuel, along with emissions species mole fractions in the 

flue (H20 , CO , CO2 , N2 , 0 2 , and NO). The H / 0 atomic ratio is computed from 

Eq. (5.5). 

H X 
(5.5)

0 y 

The fuel burn rate is then computed from this data along with knowledge of the 

blower air flow rate, rha , using Eq. (5.6). 

(5.6) 

If it is assumed that all the fuel has exited through the flue during the run, 

then the percentage of vestigial products is equal to zero (V = 0). 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Emissions Measurements 

TDLAS-measured H 20 and CO2 mole fractions are plotted as a function of 

normalized time in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 , respectively. Run times vary from fuel to fuel , 

and from load to load. In order to compare different runs , the run time is normalized 

using the H 2 0 data. The time used for normalization is the run time at which all the 

Hand O has been driven from the fuel , or the point where the mole fraction of H 20 

corresponds to that of the ambient air (black dashed line) being introduced into the 

boiler by the blower. This value is consistent with the relative humidity reading in 

the laboratory for each run. CO2 concentration increases rapidly during run startup 

when the kindling uniformly ignites all the fuel. The higher CO2 concentrations 

in the middle of the run, coupled with a decrease in CO , indicate more complete 

combustion. 

The Testa-measured flue 0 2 , CO , and NO mole fractions as a function of 

normalized time are shown in Figs. 5.3-5.5. The 0 2 trends are all similar due to 

the similar composition of the fuel and its need for a specific amount of oxygen for 

combustion. Toward the end of the run , when the majority of the 0 2 in the air is no 

longer needed for combustion, the measured value in the flue approaches the ambient 

concentration of 0 2 present in the laboratory air. The CO mole fraction trends are 

similar between the three fuels , which is consistent with the similar composition of 

the three fuels . A dual-peak trend is exhibited, where the first peak is associated with 

pyrolysis and gasification of the fuel , while the second peak is associated with char 

oxidation. The levels of NO for cherry and red oak are similar throughout the run , 

whereas that of pine falls below the other two in the middle of the run. As mentioned 

previously, all of the NO measured in the flue is assumed to have originated in the 

fuel , with no contribution from the air N2 . The higher values of NO in the cherry and 
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red oak can be attributed to the nitrogen-rich bark and the compressed hard woods, 

respectively. 

5.3.2 H/0 Ratio Calculations 

By evaluating the NHFDF matrix system at every time step throughout the 

run, the atomic ratios of H/C and O/C are obtained in real time. The H/C and O/C 

ratios for each fuel as a function of normalized time can be seen in Fig. 5.6. At the 

beginning of the run, the atomic ratios fluctuate while all the individual fuel pieces 

ignite at different times. When the fuel is loaded into the primary chamber, kindling 

wood is placed between the layers of fuel. When the kindling is ignited, the fuel 

ignition is staggered depending on their proximity to the kindling. At approximately 

tn = 0.1 , the fuel is assumed to be completely ignited and there is a steady-state 

release of H and O from the fuel , indicated by the nearly linear decrease in both 

atomic ratios. Data after tn = 1 is omitted because at this point there is no more 

fuel Hor 0. 

The H / C ratio is divided by the O / C ratio at every time step, and the resulting 

H/0 atomic ratio can be seen in Fig. 5.7. The first tenth of the normalized time 

corresponds to run startup. While the atomic ratios seem to fluctuate rapidly during 

this phase, the ratio of H / 0 climbs linearly from its starting value of about 1.25. 

After the fuel combustion and pyrolysis has steadied (tn = 0.1) , the H and O are 

released from the fuel at an approximately constant ratio, until all of the H and 0 

has been released at a normalized time of unity. At this point , the only H and 0 

being measured in the exhaust stream is from the air introduced from the ambient 

laboratory by the blower. 

For each fuel , the H / 0 release is approximately constant during the run time. 

A mean release ratio (MRR) for each fuel is calculated using the average of the data in 
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the range 0.1 < tn < 1, and is displayed on top of the data in Fig. 5.7. The MRR for 

red oak is 2.25, for cherry is 2.19 , and for pine is 2.42. A previous study has assumed 

an MRR of 2, and these results support that this is a reasonable approximation [28]. 

After all of the H and O are released from the fuel (tn = 1) , the MRR is meaningless. 

However, when using these constant values of the MRR in the analysis, the value can 

be used for the entire run duration because it will have no impact on the results after 

all the H and O are released from the fuel. 

5.3.3 Mass Loss and Fuel Burn Rate 

At every time step during the run, the air flow rate measured from the blower 

is used to compute the fuel burn rate in Eq. (5.6). This burn rate is compared to the 

burn rate measured by the BRM. The NHFDF burn rate data is integrated to obtain 

the time varying fuel mass, and again compared to the data from the BRM. Fuel 

burn rate and fuel mass can be seen for each fuel type in Fig. 5.8. The red dashed 

line is from the direct measurement of mass (BRM) and the black line corresponds 

to the values derived from the emissions data. The red data is plotted for every 30th 

point for ease of viewing. Also plotted for each fuel as a gray dashed line is the 

curve corresponding to 4% vestigial products. The arrows indicate the direction of 

increasing vestigial product percentage. 

The burn rate curves for each fuel show nearly identical trends. There is an 

increase in the burn rate at the beginning of the run, the burn rate peaks, and as time 

progresses, the burn rate steadily decreases until there is no more fuel left at the end 

of the run. The emissions and BRM data are completely decoupled, yet the emissions 

data displays minute changes in the burn rate, as clearly evidenced, for example, by 

the inset image in Fig. 5.8(b) for cherry. In this inset , the full resolution of the BRM 

(red dashed) data is shown. 
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The burn rate from the emission measurements is integrated in time to obtain 

the instantaneous fuel mass, which can be seen plotted in Fig. 5.8 for each fuel 

type. In the initial portion of the run when the fuel burn rate is increasing toward 

its peak value, the fuel mass data agrees well with the direct measurements (BRM). 

As the run progresses in the constant H to O release phase, the emissions-computed 

fuel mass does not decrease as fast as the directly measured fuel mass. This can 

also be seen from the burn rate curves, where the emissions data are lower than the 

BRM data. To quantify the relative error between the emissions measurement and 

the direct measurement , a percent difference is calculated by dividing the difference 

between the emissions and BRM data by the initial fuel mass at the beginning of the 

run. The average relative percent error over the run is small: 5.4% for red oak, 5.4% 

for cherry, and 8% for pine. 

During a typical run, pieces of the fuel sometimes fall from the BRM basket , 

which manifest as a higher burn rate , and thus lower fuel mass values for the same 

point in the run time. This is the main drawback of using the BRM to measure the 

instantaneous mass of the fuel. If the entire boiler were placed on a scale, the falling 

pieces of unburned fuel would not result in an increased burn rate. However, the 

total mass of these pieces is much smaller than the likely resolution of a full boiler 

system scale, and the BRM still gives the best resolution and accuracy of mass loss. 

The leftover ash and charcoal for the particular fuel type is not taken into account in 

the NHFDF. It is also not taken into account during the emissions analysis because 

the leftover ash and charcoal do not exit the flue , and so the flue gas measurement 

systems do not sample them. At the end of the run, the BRM indicates that there is 

no more fuel left , while the emissions measurements indicate that there should still 

be some fuel left in the boiler (that has not come out of the flue). This can be seen 

when the boiler is cleaned after a run, and pieces of ash and charcoal are removed 

from the primary and secondary chambers. By including the possibility of vestigial 
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unburned fuel in the global reaction mechanism, the burn rate and thus fuel mass 

curves are found to agree better with the directly measured values. Typical hardwood 

ash content is 2. 7%, and with the addition of the other vestigial components , a value 

of 4% is used as a sample case in this study [66]. The average relative percent error 

over the run decreases to 1. 7% for red oak, 1.9% for cherry, and 4. 7% for pine. By 

including the known left over content in the boiler in the data analysis, the fuel mass 

data shows better agreement with the direct measurements using the BRM. 

5.4 Summary 

A real-time non-homogeneous fuel decomposition formulation has been devel

oped that uses only emissions measurements from the exhaust flue of a biomass boiler 

to infer burning characteristics of an arbitrary biomass fuel. Flue emissions are sam

pled with both a Testo gas analyzer and tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy 

measurements. The fuel H and O are shown to be released at a nearly constant pro

portion throughout the run. The H/0 ratio is 2.3 for red oak, 2.2 for cherry wood, 

and 2.4 for pine wood. 

With knowledge of the air flow rate of a blower injecting air into the boiler, 

the fuel burn rate is calculated throughout the run. The fuel burn rate is integrated 

to compute the fuel mass as a function of time. The burn rate and fuel mass curves 

can be compared to directly measured values of both, obtained using a burn rate 

monitor that weighs the fuel during the run. The burn rates from both the burn 

rate monitor and the emissions measurements agree well , while the fuel mass during 

the run is slightly over-predicted when using the emissions. The over-prediction 

can be attributed to the leftover ash and charcoal in the boiler after the run has 

completed. These vestigial products have not exited through the flue , which is where 

all emissions measurements are conducted. A correction method to account for the 
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Figure 5.1: H 2 O concentration for three fuels as a function of normalized time. 
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Figure 5.5: NO concentration for three fuels as a function of normalized time. 
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Figure 5.8: Red oak, cherry, and pine mass loss rate and mass loss dat a. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Expanded System Level Model with Dual 

Oxidation Pathways 

6 .1 Introduction 

Until this point , accurate predictions of emissions in batch run large particle 

biomass systems were realizable only with detailed chemical kinetic models and were 

highly computationally intensive. The fuel decomposition theories developed in the 

previous chapters can now be used with an expanded system level model to account for 

the two combustion chambers and flue. The basic layout of the hydronic heater/boiler 

is shown in Fig. 2.l(a) with the upper and lower chamber doors identified. The 

internal layout of the boiler can be seen in Fig. 2.1 (b) where the gas flow path and 

primary and secondary (blower) air can be seen. During a typical burn, the solid wood 

fuel undergoes an unsteady decomposition where Fig. 6.2 shows the wood combustion 

in the primary chamber during early time compared to that in later time. Early in the 

burn evolution the virgin wood undergoes pyrolysis where homogeneous combustion 

of the off-gases produce large flames. As the run progresses, more char (solid carbon) 

remains , leaving minimal flames and transitions more towards heterogeneous char 

oxidation. This observation is the motivation for this study in two respects. First, 

since the fuel is changing over time, a constant fuel composition is not a physically 
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realistic assumption. Second, there is both homogeneous combustion of the gases and 

heterogeneous oxidation of the char which operate within distinctly separate time 

scales, requiring the need for dual oxidation pathways. 

The rest of this study is organized as follows . In Section 6.2 the numerical 

model formulation for the three zone system will be discussed. Section 6.3 will provide 

details on the pyrolysis and combustion models. Results will be presented in Section 

6.4 and a summary is presented in Section 6.5. 

6.2 Numerical Model Formulation 

This study builds on the single chamber model developed by Richter et al. 

2016 [67]. In this study we use energy conservation equations derived individually for 

three separate "zones" in the boiler, each with (steel+water = b) , gas (g) , and wood 

fuel (wood). The three zones are segmented into a gas and boiler control volume as 

shown in Fig. 6.3. The subscript numeral (1 ,2 and 3) indicates the associated zone 

ascribed for that variable and the letter "k" is used as a general marker representing 

any of the zones. The conservation equations for the primary chamber are as follows 

dTgl 
m 9 1 C9 1 dt (6.1) 

i wood 

(6.2) 

where Chen = (Abi/Atot)CH20 inH2 o(TH20,out - TH2 0,in) is the heat delivered to the 

thermal load (heat exchanger) which is experimentally determined from measure

ments of the water temperature and flow rate going in (TH2 0,in) and out (TH2 0,out) of 

the boiler, and segmented for each respective chamber (k) based on chamber surface 
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area ratios where Abk represents the internal wetted surface area of zone k and Atot 

is the total internal wetted surface area. For example, the delivered heat rate from the 

subsequent zones would be generally defined as Qdelk = (Abk/Atot)CH20 rhH2o(TH20 ,out

TH2o ,in)- The quantity Qgl-bl represent the energy transfer rate from the gas to 

the boiler in zone 1. The heat transfer from the gas to the boiler is modeled us

ing a mixed convective and radiative condition assuming black surfaces: Qgl-bl = 

Ag1-b1 [hg1-b1(T91 - Tb1) + CJ(T:1 -T~) ] where h 91-b1 is the heat transfer coefficient 

across the gas-boiler interface with internal gas wetted area Ab1 , and CJ = 5.567 x 

K 410-8 W/m2 
- is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Since the thermal inertia of the 

wood fuel is small relative to that of the boiler, the wood is assumed to be at its 

pyrolysis temperature , i.e. dTwood/dt ~ 0, where the heat transfer from the wood to 

the gas can be defined CJwood-gl = rhwoodLpyr· In Eq. (6.1) , Lpyr is the latent heat 

of pyrolysis and rhwood is the total fuel mass loss rate of the wood which is experi

mentally measured using a load cell [67]. Ash in oak is typically less than 0.5% by 

mass of the dry fuel [33], and is ignored in this analysis. The fuel species are defined 

where ~ ,pyr are the mass fractions of the pyrolysis gases and hi,pyr is the enthalpy 

of the ith species at the wood pyrolysis temperature, Tpyr· The energy flow of air 

in and products out of the primary chamber are defined as: CJairl = rhairlhairl and 

Qprodl = rhprodl ~i~ ~ ,gl hi ,g1(T91) , respecti~ely, whe~e rhprodl. is the total exhaust gas 

flow rate for the p~mary zone defined as: mprodl = mairl + mwood, for the secondary 

zone rhprod2 = rhair2 + rhprodl , and for the flue rhprod3 = rhprod2 where no additional 

air is introduced. Incoming blower air flow rates in the primary and secondary cham

ber respectively are defined as rhairl = 0.6 rhtotal and rhair2 = 0.4 rhtotal where the 

separation ratios are set manually through internal flow dampeners. 

The gas control volume conservation is modified to account for separate py-
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rolysis gas (gas) and char (char) , so the fuel enthalpy may be expressed as , 

rhwood _L ~ ,pyr hi,pyr (T pyr) = rhgas L ~,gas hi,gas (Tgas) (6.3) 
iwood tgas \ . 

+ rhchar L ~ ,char hi ,char(Tchar) 

ichar \ 

and the associated air used for oxidation is also split into two streams, 

CJairl Qairl ,gas + Qairl ,char (6.4) 

resulting in separate product streams which are used to feed the secondary chamber. 

Qprodl ,gas + Qprodl ,char (6.5) 

The energy conservation equations for the secondary after burning zone are , 

mprodl L ~ ,prodl hi ,prod1(Tg1) - Qg2-b2 + CJair2 - Qprod2 (6.6) 
iprodl 

. . 
Qg2-b2 - Qdel2 (6.7) 

where the energy flow of air into the secondary chamber is defined as Qair2 

rhair2hair2 . The separation of the fuel stream for the secondary chamber is han

dled with a few differences. First the secondary air stream is fully mixed with the 

pyrolysis gas products from the primary chamber, the char products are assumed 

chemically frozen but allowed to reach thermal equilibrium with the other products. 
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The secondary chamber fuel energy flow is therefore expressed as; 

ffi prodl L Y; ,prodl h i ,prodl (Tg1) ffi prodl ,gas . L ( Y; ,prodl ,gas h i ,prodl ,gas (Tg1) (6.8) 
iprod l iprod l ,g~ 

+ ffi prodl ,char L ( Y; ,prodl ,char h i ,prodl ,char (Tg1) 

2prodl ,ch r 
. . 

Q prod2 Qprod2 ,gas + Qprod2 ,char (6•9) 

The third chamber is the flue zone where no additional air is introduced and all 

react ants are assumed chemically frozen. The conservation equations are defined 

below. 

ffi prod2 L Y; ,prod2 h i,prod2 (Tg2 ) - Q g3- b3 - Q prod3 (6 .10) 
iprod2 

(6 .11) 

The overall numerical model is driven by two experimental inputs, rhwood and 

Q del · The measurement of those two inputs is discussed in chapters 2 and 3. Equations 

(6.1) , (6 .2) , (6 .6) , (6 .7) , (6 .10) , and (6.11) are integrated in time using a semi-implicit 

time marching scheme. In this approach, t emperature time derivatives are discretized 

using first-order forward differences, i. e., dT / dt ~ (Tn+ l - T n ) / 6.t and all source 

t erm quantities on the right hand side are evaluat ed at the n + 1 time level. The 

syst em of non-linear algebraic equations are solved using an algorithm that employs 

Brent 's method, where convergence is defined when changes in r;/1 are smaller than 

a specified error tolerance [43]. For each iteration, the chemical composition of the 

chamber gases and t emperature r;/1 are updated until convergence is achieved for 

that time st ep. Input parameters for the model are summarized in Table 6.1. 
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6.3 Pyrolysis and Combustion Models 

6.3.1 Pyrolysis Model 

One of the challenges in modeling the emissions in biomass fired systems is in 

accurately defining the incoming fuel composition. This difficulty is primarily why 

many biomass modeling efforts focus on steady state systems with small particle fuels 

(i.e. , pellets, wood chips, etc.) which can be assumed to be approximately constant. 

A recent study by Richter et al. 2016 [68], shows that changes in larger fuels (i.e. , 

cord wood, BIOBLOCKS, etc.) composition can be considerably large. Distinct stages 

of drying, pyrolysis/combustion and charcoal oxidation can be identified from inferred 

H / C and O / C atomic ratios of the fuel shown in Fig. 4.4. In the drying stage, the 

majority of unbound fuel moisture has been driven from the fuel , resulting in an 

increase in H / C atomic ratio of the fuel. This is further supported by integrating 

the fuel based H 20 where approximately 2.2 kg (amount of free H 20 contained in 

28 kg of 8.3% moist fuel) has been release at approximately 0.25 hrs, corresponding 

with the end of the drying stage. The second stage consists of a combination of virgin 

fuel pyrolysis and combustion resulting in a linear decrease in H and O with time 

until the fuel H has been oxidized. Stage three , starting at approximately 2. 75 hrs, is 

characterized by the full consumption of H and O leading to the charcoal oxidation 

stage. 

While complex charring pyrolysis models are available to define the gases gen

erated from thermal decomposition of the biomass fuel [69], they often involve layers 

of assumptions to achieve a tractable solution (e.g. , temperature equilibrium, equal 

strains, etc .) [70- 73]. In this study an experimentally derived fuel decomposition 

model is developed from measurements of flue exhaust species described in [68] and 

[7 4]. This time varying elemental fuel composition is used to define a mixture of 

pyrolysis gases consisting of (CH4 , 0 2 , CO, NO , H20 , CO2 , N2 , C3 H8 , H2 , OH and 
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C(s)) and assuming two-phase chemical equilibrium at fixed pyrolysis temperature 

Tpyr = 425°C (700 K ), consistent wit h reported pyrolysis temperatures [75, 76]. 

The open-source chemical kinetics software , Cantera, is used to solve t he mul

t iphase chemical equilibrium composit ion using a Villars-Cruise-Smit h minimization 

algorit hm [77- 80]. As shown in F ig. 6. 1, t he pyrolysis gases and solid char are t hen 

t reated separately wit h regard to oxidation. 

6.3.2 Char and Gas Combustion Models 

For t he heterogeneous char oxidation pathway, t he air is portioned by con

straining t he available char to react in stoichiometric proportions wit h t he available 

oxidizer by assuming all solid carbon oxidizes to C O2 . The CO2 is t hen allowed to 

dissociate into CO and 0 2 at char adiabatic flame temperature of 2300 K [51]. The 

char oxidation products are t hen assumed chemically frozen as t hey move in t hermal 

equilibrium wit h t he other gases t hrough the downstream chambers. The pyrolysis 

gases oxidize wit h t he remaining air using chemical equilibrium. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Burn Rate 

The fuel burn rate is shown in F ig. 6.4 for t he wood , char, and pyrolysis gases 

as a function of t ime. F igure 6.4(a) shows an increasing fuel burn rate as t he wood 

and gases reach a local maximum at approximately one hour, in contrast to t he char 

burn rate where a local maximum is reached half way t hrough t he burn. Figure 6.4(b) 

shows t he char and pyrolysis gas normalized by t he total wood burn rate. An ident ical 

inverse relationship to each other is seen where t he production of pyrolysis gas de

creases as more char is formed, consistent wit h t he experimental observations shown 
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in Fig. 6.2. After approximately three hours the hydrogen and oxygen in the fuel 

has been consumed (see Fig. 4.4 and 5.6, where H/C and O/C approach zero after 

three hours) and only solid carbon char remains. The trends shown in Fig. 6.4 further 

emphasize the importance in representing the gas and char separately. 

6.4.2 Emissions 

Figure 6.5 shows emissions predictions versus time from the model where con

centrations of 0 2 in the primary, secondary, and flue chambers as well as CO2 , H2O 

and CO in the flue are compared to experimental measurements. Measurement un

certainty bounds are included with the experimental data, but in several cases may 

not be obvious due to the relative magnitudes of the experimental data range and 

the uncertainties. Four different modeling cases are presented to contrast using the 

constant versus variable fuel decomposition and single versus dual oxidation path

ways. Cases Cl and C2 denote the constant fuel decomposition using single and dual 

oxidation pathways, respectively. For these cases the fuel is assumed to be red oak, 

C1 H1. 72 0 0_72 N0 _001 , [35]. Cases Vl and V2 denote the variable fuel decomposition 

using single and dual oxidation pathways, respectively. 

6.4.2.1 Variable vs. Constant Fuel Composition 

Figures6.5(a), 6.5(b) and 6.5(c) show the mole fraction of oxygen within each 

of the three chambers compared with experimental measurements. In the primary 

chamber both variable fuel (Vl and V2) and constant fuel (Cl and C2) cases show 

comparable trends and magnitudes. Larger differences are observed in the primary 

chamber due to the gases being less homogenized. Better agreement to measurements 

is seen with Vl and V2 in the downstream chambers as the flow becomes more 

homogeneous, consistent with well-stirred reactor theory. The Vl and V2 trends 
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begin to collapse with the measurements showing negligible difference in the flue 

where the Cl and C2 cases show an approximate peak difference of 22%. 

The major species, CO2 concentration shown in Fig. 6.5( d) follows a similar 

trend to that seen with the flue 0 2 . The variable fuel cases show a negligible difference 

to the measurements while Cl and C2 reach a maximum difference of approximately 

42%. Figure6.5(e) shows the H 20 mole fractions compared to the experimental data. 

The Vl and V2 cases agree with negligible differences, however, Cl and C2 follow the 

general trend of the wood fuel burn rate since the fuel composition does not change 

over time. A maximum difference of approximately 200% is seen at 2. 75 hours where 

the measured H 20 produced from the fuel reaches zero. Cases Cl and C2 continue 

to erroneously show water production since by definition, the elemental composition 

(which contains hydrogen and oxygen) remains constant throughout the burn and 

varies only from changes in burn rate. 

6.4.2.2 Dual vs. Single Combustion Pathway 

The purpose of the separated pathway description is to emphasize the dif

ferences seen in the various states of the carbon contained within the fuel. There

fore , differences should be most pronounced in the carbon containing minor exhaust 

species , CO. Figure 6.5(f) shows the CO cases versus time compared to experimental 

measurements. Since the Vl and Cl cases show negligible CO emissions due to the 

equilibrium assumption used in the single pathway, focus will be on the dual oxidation 

pathway cases. The general trend shows that the C2 case (erroneously) character

izes the first CO peak produced primarily from the partial oxidation of the pyrolysis 

gases. The V2 case is shown to characterize the second CO peak produced from the 

oxidation of char. The major difference is that the fuel description in the C2 case is 

constant and therefore is constrained to follow the trend of the total wood burn rate, 

effectively forcing it to agree with the first local CO peak seen in the measurements. 
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The Vl case however, follows the trend of the char fuel burn rate and is consistent 

within its description of the fuel separation as well as the atomic constraints enforced 

by the pyrolysis model. 

6.4.3 Gas Temperatures 

Figure 6.6 shows mean model gas temperatures are plotted versus time and 

compared to measurements using a single point bayonet thermocouple probe mounted 

through the chamber doors. Four model cases (Vl , V2 , Cl and C2) are shown with 

experimental measurements for each of the three main chambers. In the primary 

chamber the model predictions under-predict the measurements, due to the placement 

of the thermocouple probe within the thermally stratified chamber. Early in the burn 

the thermocouple is engulfed in flames from combustion of the pyrolysis gases of the 

full wood charge. As time evolves, the wood is consumed and reduces in height away 

from the thermocouple, resulting in a measured temperature that is much lower than 

the lumped model temperatures. As the gases further mix and are forced into the 

downstream chambers, the model predictions begin to show better agreement with 

the measurements. In particular the dual pathway cases (C2 and V2) show the best 

agreement with data, where the V2 case is closest due to a more accurate consideration 

of the fuel composition and oxidation pathways. 

6.4.4 State Maps 

To better visualize the operating conditions of the boiler, three dimensional 

emissions maps are created, showing emissions concentrations as a function of cham

ber temperature and equivalence ratio (</>) , similar to those used in the automobile 

industry to identify favorable combustion trajectories [44- 46]. Figure 6. 7 show a com

parison of state maps for 0 2 , CO2 , H 20 , and CO comparing experimental measure-
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ments to the variable fuel dual oxidation model (V2). The comparison of magni

tudes within the T-¢ space is consistent with the time histories discussed previously 

in Sec. 6.4.2. Good agreement can be seen between experiment and model calcula

tions for each 0 2 (Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b)) , H 20 (Figs. 6.7(c) and 6.7(d)) , and CO2 

(Figs. 6.7(e) and 6.7(f)) with some disagreement for CO (Figs. 6.7(g) and 6.7(h)). 

However, magnitudes at high temperature conditions compare well. Typically full 

equilibrium models with single fuel streams would expectedly produce negligible 

amounts of minor species CO since there is always excess 0 2 to oxidize the carbon 

[ 67]. Splitting the fuel stream to account for the non-homogeneous fuel decomposition 

and forcing the local char surface reactions to only a limited portion of air now results 

in closer agreement with experimental data. 

6.4.5 Emission Index 

Emission indices are often used to provide a clear expression of the amount 

of a particular pollutant produced per unit mass of fuel [81 , 82]. Figure6.8(a) shows 

pollutant emission per mass burned of fuel for CO and Fig. 6.8(b) shows CO2 . These 

plots show that the emissions per mass of fuel is greatly increased during the second 

half of a run precisely as the char oxidation process dominates. Since the emission 

index by definition compares the mass of a pollutant to the mass of fuel, a limiting 

case can be seen towards the end of the burn as the fuel is almost entirely composed 

of carbon char. In such a scenario, If 1 mole of fuel is to produce as much CO as 

possible the emission index would be limited at a maximum ratio of 28 g/mol CO 

to 12 g/mol C(s) or an emissions index of 2.33 (similarly for CO2 44 g/mol CO2 

to 12 g/mol C(s) or an emission index of 3.67). Towards the end of the run as 

the fuel burn rate approaches zero the signal to noise ratio decreases significantly 

and for this reason has been truncated at 3.5 hours. In general these trends are 

particularly informative as it provides a useful indication that the char oxidation 
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process is responsible for increasing CO emissions per unit fuel by up to 400% where 

both the experimental measurements and model calculations agree. Additionally, the 

CO emissions index seen at the start of the burn, during the pollutant rich start up 

phase appears comparatively low, this is due to the majority of unbound fuel moisture 

being driven from the fuel , increasing the measured fuel mass. The emission indices 

compared to those calculated from data found in literature for a wood stove compare 

well to general magnitudes [83] . 

6.5 Summary 

A three zone system level model is developed with a novel approach to predict 

major exhaust emissions for batch-run biomass hydronic heaters. The study demon

strates two important factors required for accurate modeling. The first is knowledge 

of the transient elemental composition for the incoming fuel stream. The second is 

the importance of accounting for two oxidation pathways associated with pyrolysis 

gases and char. The indication is that the char reaction is responsible for the sec

ondary peak often seen in batch-run CO trends. The initial peak is therefore likely 

due to the CO contribution from pyrolysis gas combustion which is not accurately 

represented by chemical equilibrium. Combination of the variable fuel and dual oxi

dation pathways enables a computationally low-cost system level model to accurately 

predict major emissions products and produce good estimates of CO emissions and 

chamber gas temperatures. 

State map contours are created to show the path of emissions over a typical 

burn. Comparisons between experimental data and variable fuel dual oxidation model 

predictions compare very well in both trend and magnitude. Typically this level of 

agreement would be difficult to attain under single oxidation pathway equilibrium 

and constant fuel modeling approaches [67]. 
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Finally, emissions index for CO and CO2 comparing measured values to model 

predictions show that the model is capable of capturing the basic trends and magni

tude for accurate characterization. The values show good agreement to those found 

in literature. 

P aramet er Value 

mb 1054kg 
ms 898kg 

mH2O 155 kg 

mwood 28kg 
Lpyr 6.73MJ/kg 
hgbl 50W/m2 

• K 
hgb2 360W/m~ · K 
hgb3 24 - 26 W/m:! · K [84] 

Tpyr 700K 
Moisture content 8.3% 

Awood 0.504m~ 

Atot 4.lm:l 

Abl 2.07m~ 

Ab2 1.21 m:l 

Ab3 0.82m2 

Pwood 1150 kg/m3 

Cwood 1360 J/kg · K 
Cb 1037 J/kg · K 
Cs 490 J/kg · K 

CH20 4188 J/kg · K 

Table 6.1: Summary of parameters for system level model. 
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COMBUSTION MODEL 

PYROLYSIS MODEL 
Equilibrium Product

Char @ 2300K Stream 1I+ (C1 Hx1tJOy(tJNz1t1) Equilibrium 
Wood/Fuel @Tpyr 

composition Pyrolysis Equilibrium Product 
@T, Stream 2 Gas + 

Figure 6.1: Flowchart showing pyrolysis model and fuel oxidation pathways m the 
primary chamber. 
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Time 

Figure 6.2: Pictures of fuel burn during early and late time. 
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Figure 6.3: (a) Econoburn Boiler showing cross-sectional view (b) outline showing 
control volumes used in model 
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CHAPTER VII 

Conclusions 

7.1 Conclusions 

In chapter 2 a new experimental facility is developed for a batch run wood fired 

hydronic heater. This facility includes a novel method for measuring the fuel burn 

rate , which aims to avoid the typical inaccuracies found in low signal to noise ratio 

measurements typical of large scale full appliance weighing. Emissions measurements 

including the use of TDLAS is employed to verify much of the theories developed in 

subsequent chapters and provide additional diagnostics for characterizing emissions. 

Chapter 3 presents the development of a new analytical model of mass loss 

rate which can be used to non-dimensionalize time varying data during batch runs. 

This analytical model also provides an explanation for the existence of the global 

maximum mass loss rate as a competition between the increase in heat flux to the 

fuel surface and decrease in fuel surface area with time. This analytical model could 

prove useful as a first approximation of fuel burn rate given the input of several system 

specific parameters. 

Chapter 3 presents as a first approach, a single chamber lumped system level 

model to estimate exhaust gas temperatures and flue emissions species concentrations 

using a gas phase equilibrium model working under well-stirred reactor assumptions. 
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Results from this first approach show that experimental data and model (equilibrium) 

predictions compare reasonably well in magnitude and trend for major species ( 0 2 and 

CO2 ) but other species H20 and CO in particular do not show great agreement. The 

challenges from this modeling approach defined where improvement was necessary. 

In chapter 4 emissions and flow rate measurements are used in a new analysis 

and validated using direct , non-intrusive , first principles-based TDLAS measurements 

of CO2 and H20 emissions in the flue exhaust. This analysis provides estimates of 

major exhaust species and changes in elemental fuel composition using emissions 

measurements of CO , NO , and 0 2 and flow rate measurements of fuel and air. Good 

agreement is seen in the validation, when comparing predictions of CO2 and H 20 to 

TDLAS measurements. 

With this new analysis a clear description of the various stages in fuel decom

position for batch-run wood burning systems is now defined. The changing elemental 

composition of the fuel can be calculated without direct knowledge of the exact wood 

type or unbound moisture content. Three distinct burn stages are identified consisting 

of drying, pyrolysis/combustion and charcoal oxidation. Using the varying composi

tion, a time dependent HHV is estimated and shown to vary from 10 M J / kg early 

in the heating process to 33 M J /kg. These stages are consistent with the observed 

burning modes. The time dependent HHV is used to determine a time dependent 

thermal efficiency which is useful for understanding the instantaneous performance 

of the boiler. 

Further development of the VFF analysis is presented in chapter 5 which pro

vides a real-time non-homogeneous fuel decomposition formulation , developed using 

only emissions measurements from the exhaust flue of a biomass boiler to infer burn

ing characteristics of an arbitrary biomass fuel. Flue emissions are sampled with both 

a Testo gas analyzer and tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy measurements. 

The fuel H and O are shown to be released at a nearly constant proportion through-
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out the run. The H/0 ratio is shown to be 2.3 for red oak, 2.2 for cherry wood, and 

2.4 for pine wood, in-line with the assumptions used in chapter 4. 

An interesting aspect of this analysis is that the fuel burn rate and remaining 

fuel mass can be indirectly measured with knowledge of the air flow rate and a se

lection of emissions measurements. The fuel burn rate is integrated to compute the 

fuel mass as a function of time. The burn rate and fuel mass curves can be compared 

to directly measured values of both, obtained using the fuel burn rate monitor that 

directly weighs the fuel during the run. The burn rates from both the burn rate mon

itor and the emissions measurements agree well , while the fuel mass during the run 

is slightly over-predicted due to the leftover ash and charcoal remaining in the boiler. 

The culminating aspect of this development is the ability to accurately characterize 

the fuel and determine its path as it decomposes. These concepts are used to improve 

the fidelity of the system level model initially discussed in chapter 3. 

A three-zone system level model is developed in chapter 6 with a novel ap

proach to accurately predict major exhaust emissions for batch-run biomass hydronic 

heaters. Chapter 6 demonstrates two important factors are required for accurate 

modeling. The first is knowledge of the transient elemental composition for the in

coming fuel stream. The second is the importance of accounting for two oxidation 

pathways associated with pyrolysis gases and char. The indication is that the char 

reaction is responsible for the secondary peak often seen in batch-run CO trends. The 

initial peak is therefore likely due to the CO contribution from pyrolysis gas com

bustion which is not accurately represented by chemical equilibrium. Combination 

of the variable fuel and dual oxidation pathways enables a computationally low-cost 

system level model to accurately predict major emissions products and produce good 

estimates of CO emissions and chamber gas temperatures. 

State map contours show the path of emissions over a typical burn where 

comparisons between experimental data and variable fuel dual oxidation model pre-
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dictions now compare very well in both trend and magnitude. 

In general this body of work explores the emissions and efficiency of a batch run 

hydronic heater using large size biomass fuels. The ultimate punchline in defining why 

this work is important is that it is imperative to know the instantaneous composition 

of the fuel or know the correct in-situ concentrations of major flue emissions to garner 

realistic information from numerical models or even basic performance calculations. 

This information coupled with system temperatures and flow rates can provide highly 

accurate system characterization metrics that are otherwise inaccurate and potentially 

misleading. This can be critical since many state and national standards for pollution 

and efficiency are typically based on similar performance metrics. 

7.2 Future Work 

1. Improvement of standalone model predictions to not rely on the input of ex

perimental burn rate data and heat delivered data. This adaption would allow 

for a optimization method to be defined where boiler performance parameters 

could be found. 

2. Improvement is needed in the prediction of minor exhaust species CO and 

particularly NO. This could be improved with more complicated combustion 

modeling such as through the use of flamelet generated manifolds. 

3. Improved diagnostic measurements of (lumped) temperatures in primary and 

secondary zones would provide better direct comparisons between data and 

model predictions. Due to the zonal nature of the model predictions, and the 

single point measurements used in the experimental temperature measurements 

direct comparison of temperatures is not possible. 

4. Improved model based control systems could be developed with the combined 
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use of the decomposition theories and system level model. In particular a simple 

and fast control loop could provide anticipated system responses and a predic

tive logic control that could improve or replace the model-free strategies. This 

could be achieved by measuring exhaust species and delivered heat rates to 

model the input by using inverse equilibrium and finite rate chemistry princi

ples to optimize an objective function which would minimize the emissions and 

maximize the efficiency of the system. 
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APPENDIX A 

Water Vapor Correction - Technical Note 

A.I Absolute and Relative Emissions Analysis in Practical 

Combustion Systems - Effect of Water Vapor Conden

sation 

A.1.1 Introduction 

Combustion gas analysis and flue emissions measurements typically used in 

the automotive, aircraft , processing, heating and air conditioning industries use a 

variety of sensor technologies including gas chromatography [85, 86], electrochemical 

fuel cells [28, 87] and infrared spectroscopic methods [86, 88- 93]. 

Spectroscopic infrared based methods have been developed for non-intrusive 

in-situ measurements [92, 93]. One of the most widely used is Fourier Transform in

frared spectroscopy (FTIR) which uses a wide spectral range compared to the range 

of wavelengths measured by a dispersive spectrometer, this provides a beneficial in

crease in the signal to noise ratio [86, 89, 93- 96]. Tunable diode laser absorption spec

troscopy (TDLAS) is also commonly used for non-intrusive emissions measurements 
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do to its ability to detect lower emissions concentrations and determine temperature, 

pressure, and velocity of the gas [90, 91]. Non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) methods 

have been used in on-board emissions monitors for automobiles and provide an accu

rate non-intrusive method for in-situ measurements [92]. Nakamura et al. 2002, also 

discusses the effect of H 2 O interference with respect to spectral overlap and molecular 

interaction, presenting a correction strategy if the water concentration is additionally 

known. The use of these infrared based spectroscopic techniques in-situ would elimi

nate the need for a water vapor dilution correction, however individual development 

for portable in-situ measurements can be prohibitively expensive. 

Many of these technologies that are not in-situ based, sample the gas by 

pumping an in-situ sample through a system of tubes to reach the sensor at a remote 

location (prominent analyzer manufacturers are: Testo, Wohler, Land, etc.). Since 

water vapor is inevitably present in combustion products , an inherent characteristic 

with the gas sampling strategy is that the mixture state changes as the sample is 

drawn towards the sensor. In particular, temperature and humidity changes can be 

significant , resulting in a very different gas mixture at the sensor interface compared 

with the in-situ location. Significant amounts of condensed water vapor (liquid) have 

been observed to collect over time in the filters , probe lines and condensation reser

voir. This causes an increase in the pressure drop , overloading the sample pump 

and resulting in reduced flow of the sampled gas. Common solutions to these prob

lems are addressed through various industry led developments such as heated probe 

lines, fast sample draw rates, as well as sample conditioning through Peltier cooling 

chambers [97]. The latter provides a set of repeatable conditions standardized at a 

temperature (273 K) and pressure (1013 mbar) [97] which allow for relative compar

isons of combustion performance when operated under the prescribed dry conditions. 

This condition defines what will be referred to as a relative emissions measurement , 

since all values obtained are accurate relative to the dry state. In contrast , absolute 
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emissions measurement define the molar concentrations at an unaltered in-situ state. 

Some analyzers alternatively, use the surrounding air temperature for sample condi

tioning. Unfortunately, in such units the gas temperature and humidity at the sensor 

can be ambiguous. These analyzers bring the sample gas mixture from a "wet" in

situ condition, as it exists at the original sample location, to a "dry" condition that 

has gone through an incomplete water condensation change due to cooling. Within 

this discussion, "dry" will refer to the state of the mixture at the sensor where an 

unknown but lesser quantity of water vapor is contained within the sample compared 

with the original high temperature wet mixture condition; or, in-situ state. 

In this study a heated Bosch 1SU 4.9 Zr02 wide-band oxygen sensor is used 

to measure in-situ oxygen concentrations. The heated aspect of the Bosch sensor is 

important to this study since it insures that there is no water vapor condensation at 

the sensor interface positioned in-situ. These types of sensors are used extensively in 

the automotive industry where precise knowledge of absolute oxygen concentrations 

are required for optimal engine performance [98]. The second sensor is within a 

remote gas sampling Testo 330-211 analyzer. These types of combustion gas analysis 

units are widely used in various industries to monitor exhaust gas composition for 

regulatory certification testing, and combustion optimization studies. The sensor 

used in the Testo is an electrochemical/galvanic sensor based on the principle of ion 

selective potentiometry [97, 99]. Due to the sensors remote location within the hand

held analyzer a sample of test gas is pumped through a system of tubes , often several 

feet long, and multiple filters before reaching the sensor interface. This process cools 

the mixture and partially condenses the water vapor from the sample gas, effectively 

changing the molar concentrations. 

The motivation for this study is to develop a correction methodology to deter

mine accurate absolute in-situ gas compositions from a remote gas sampling analyzer. 

The novelty and significance of this correction is most evident in the biomass and 
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HVAC industry where sampling analyzers are often used. Real-time measurements 

of water vapor in the combustion products can be cost-prohibitive, and automotive 

emissions bench instruments are not typically used in these situations. Richter et 

al. 2016 [28] uses remote gas sampling measurements for comparison to combustion 

model species concentrations for a wood-fired boiler and indicates the need for a cor

rection strategy to account for the lost humidity. Similar strategies may be known 

in closed industry circles, however, a lack of published detail on the subject further 

motivates this work. The rest of this paper is organized as follows . In Sec. 2 the 

experimental setup will be outlined providing details on the specific instrumentation 

used to develop the correction method. In Sec. 3 results will first demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the Bosch instrument to measure the absolute oxygen concentration 

versus the gas sampling analyzer measurements. A correction method will be pre

sented that requires the use of both oxygen sensors (Bosch and Testo) working in 

tandem to correct measured species concentrations from the remote analyzer. Fi

nally, validation of the method will be demonstrated with a known concentration of 

CO. Section 4 and 5 will outline the conclusions and novelty of the study. 

A.1.2 Methods 

An experimental set-up is designed (see Fig. A.1) wherein a test cell is con

structed from commonly used PVC pipe fittings sealed at each end of an aluminum 

cylinder. The primary function of this test cell is to provide a contained environment 

where uniformity in temperature , humidity and gas concentration can be assumed. 

Figure A.1 shows the experimental schematic along with a photo of the actual assem

bly with main system components indicated. Premixed NIST traceable calibration 

gas at oxygen concentrations of 15%, 10%, 5% and air (20.9%) are used in this study. 

Measurements of gas temperature (T) , relative humidity (¢) are taken along with 

oxygen concentrations (% by volume) using two sensors (Bosch and Testo). Data 
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is simultaneously recorded using a National Instruments data acquisition board (NI 

USB-6008) with 1abView and Testo EasyHeat software at a frequency of 1 Hz. Tem

perature data is taken using a K type thermocouple located in the probe of the Testo 

analyzer. Relative humidity is measured using an Omega HX92B series humidity 

sensor within the test cell. A Bosch 1SU 4.9 Zr02 wide-band oxygen/lambda sen

sor coupled with an ETAS CBS100.1-2E smart lambda cable to regulate the power 

supplied to the heated sensor is used in-situ. The gas sampling remote analyzer uses 

electrochemical/ galvanic sensors within a Testo 330-211 analyzer. 

A single run for each gas is started after powering on all sensors from a cold 

start and initializing the data acquisition systems. Upon sensor warm-up (approxi

mately 30 seconds) the calibration gas valve is opened and calibration gas is supplied 

to the test cell. The remote analyzer samples the calibration gas at approximately 

0.6 1pm while the gas is supplied to the test cell at a rate of 1.2 1pm allowing for a 

controlled system flushing and asymptoting of concentrations to a steady state ( ap

proximately 5-8 minutes). The test cell is oriented vertically with the exhaust outlet 

located at the bottom to take advantage of the buoyancy of the dry calibration gas 

over that of air , facilitating the initial test cell purge. After reaching a steady con

centration, data is collected at dry conditions for at least one minute , after which 

water vapor is introduced into the calibration gas upstream of the test cell , through a 

contained sample of boiling water. Test cell humidity is monitored and a steady state 

humidity of approximately 95-100% RH is reached after 1-2 minutes. During the test

ing period, humidity, temperature and the known dry gas concentrations define the 

test cell conditions and are simultaneously recorded. Temperature conditions within 

the test cell are inherently unsteady due to heat release from the Zr02 oxygen sensor 

as well as latent heat release associated with the condensing water vapor introduced 

into the test cell. Using psychrometric relationships, an expected (calculated) oxygen 

concentration can be found based on the known test cell conditions with an associated 
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uncertainty propagated from the measured experimental humidity and temperature. 

Pressure within the test cell is atmospheric , given the low flow velocity and open 

exhaust tube. Water vapor partial pressures are calculated from the relation found 

by Wagner and Pruss, 1993 [100]. After each run the humidity sensor requires a dry 

air purge due to moisture saturation during the experiment , this is done by flushing 

the system with dry air at a low flow rate for 24 hours to completely dry out the 

system prior to the next test. 

A.1.3 Results 

Figure A.2 shows measured oxygen concentrations vs. time, comparing the 

Testo (orange dots) , Bosch (blue dots) and calculated (black line) values as condi

tions within the test cell are varied, each with respective uncertainty bounds (indi

cated by shaded regions). Experimental uncertainty is calculated for the gas sensors, 

humidity sensor and thermocouple. Factory reported instrument accuracies for each 

instrument is used for the shaded uncertainty regions seen in Figs. A.2 and A.3. 

Uncertainty bounds for the calculated oxygen and carbon monoxide (black line with 

shaded bounds) are obtained by calculating the concentrations using the upper and 

lower limits of the humidity, temperature , and specified concentration separately to 

find the propagated upper and lower uncertainty of the calculated/expected concen

tration. Zero molar uncertainty is assumed for the case of air. 

The calculated results are based on the known molecular weight of dry gas 

(Ma) , water vapor (Mw) , gas temperature (T) , gas pressure (P , taken to be atmo

spheric) at the measured relative humidity (¢). These variables are used in the defini

tion of humidity ratio w = mw/ma= (Mw/Ma) </>Psatf (P-Pw) to determine a relation

ship between the mass of the gas and water vapor in the mixture. Multiplying the re

spective molecular weights results in a mole fraction ratio %w = (Ma/Mw )w = Xa/Xw 

where individual concentrations are calculated after imposing Xa + Xw = 1. 
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At early time, before moisture is added, all measurements agree since there 

is no water vapor to displace the oxygen. Moving forward in time, after the dry 

conditions have been sufficiently demonstrated, water vapor is introduced into the 

gas mixture as is evident by the increase in relative humidity and decrease in oxygen 

concentrations due to displacement. The Bosch 0 2 sensor is seen to reliably agree with 

the calculated 0 2 value within the experimental uncertainty. As the relative humidity 

approaches 100% the disagreement between the Testo and Bosch sensors becomes 

significant and deviates further as temperature increases. The Testo 0 2 measurements 

(seen in Fig. A.2) plateau after a minor decrease in concentration, indicating a non

zero , finite amount of humidity influencing the sensor. If the humidity within the 

remote unit were zero, no shift would be recorded and completely dry conditions 

could be assumed. Figure A.2(a) demonstrates the effect measured in air where the 

gas sampling analyzer shows an approximate 7% error (@316K and 98%RH). Figure 

A.2(b) measured in 15% 0 2 with the rest N 2 where the gas sampling analyzer shows 

an approximate 8% error (@319K and 99%RH). Similarly, Fig. A.2(c) shows the 

effect measured in 10% 0 2 with the rest N 2 where the gas sampling analyzer shows 

an approximate 11% error (@320K and 98%RH). It is important to realize that these 

errors will increase even further in combustion gases where the temperatures are much 

higher. For instance, additional measurements taken for wood fired appliances ( not 

shown) indicate errors as high as 25%. It should be noted that the humidity sensor is 

only used in the calibration experiment to indicate moisture content in the test cell 

and is not required for the correction in measurement situations. 

A correction methodology is developed from comparing the definition of species 

mole fraction for both wet and dry samples. The correction for any remotely measured 

02gas species reduces to xi wet = xi dry ~ ,wet where Xo2 wet is measured by the Bosch 
' ' 02 ,d ry ' 

sensor, and Xo2 ,dry is measured by the Testo sensor. To validate the correction 

method, Fig. A.3 shows a specialized case where the conditions within the test 
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cell are brought to ~344K and high humidity. It should be noted a small jump in 

oxygen concentration can be seen as water vapor is added to the test cell, this is 

due to the inclusion of trapped air in the water vapor line. The effects of which 

become negligible within 5 minutes. These conditions clearly reveal the deviation in 

CO measured with the gas sampling analyzer to that of the corrected value based 

on the method previously discussed. Initially a steady state is reached where the 

calibrated CO sensor measures the dry molar concentration in the calibration gas. 

As the calibration gas is mixed with water vapor to increase the relative humidity, 

the temperature within the chamber is further augmented by heating the cell inlet 

and walls with a heat gun, to more clearly emphasize the measured disparity. The 

correction method allows the measured CO value (from the Testo) to remain within 

the regions of uncertainty thereby demonstrating its effectiveness in measuring the 

absolute in-situ species concentration under wet conditions. 

A.1.4 Discussion 

A method for correcting dry gas concentration measurements due to water 

vapor condensation has been developed. This method requires the use of a heated 

ZrO2 wide-band oxygen/lambda sensor to calculate the in-situ concentrations. Cal

ibration testing of the two sensors is done to demonstrate the observed water vapor 

dilution effect and to assess the accuracy of the Bosch and Testo sensor under varied 

humidity and temperature ranges. Results indicate both the Bosch and Testo instru

ments operate accurately within the bounds of uncertainty under dry conditions and 

deviate with increasing humidity. Validation of the correction method is achieved 

by comparison of the corrected CO measurements with calculated values and good 

overall agreement is seen. 
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A.1.5 Conclusion 

The method validated in this work provides a simple, low cost approach to 

correct sampled emissions measurements back to in-situ conditions. It is primarily 

intended for the biomass-combustion and HVAC industries where more elaborate and 

expensive systems ( e.g automotive-industry emissions benches such as the Horiba 

MEXA systems) are typically not used. 
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Figure A. l: Schematic of water vapor dilution experiment. 
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Figure A.2 : Oxygen concentrations over time (a. air , b. 15% 0 2 and c. 10% 0 2 , 

rest N2 ) with experimental uncertainty bounds plots of gas temperature 
and relative humidity are shown below. Calculated (black) value based 
on measured temperature and humidity calculated from psychrometric 
relations. 
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Figure A.3: Specialized higher temperature case run with a gas mixture of (a) 5% 0 2 

and (b)5020 ppmv CO , the rest is N 2 , demonstrating the CO correction. 
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APPENDIX B 

Econoburn Emissions Data 

B.1 Econoburn Testo 350 data 

The data presented here, was taken at Econoburn in an EBW-200 heater using 

locally sourced hardwoods. The collection of data is not corrected for water vapor 

condensation in the analyzer lines. The full details of the run were not recorded and 

therefore this is meant to add to the general knowledge of unsteady batch run wood 

fired heater operation versus a direct quantitative comparison. 
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Figure B.l: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 4/9/13. 
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Figure B.2: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 4/10/ 13. 
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Figure B.3: Various emissions metrics t aken at Econoburn on 4/ 11/ 13. 
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Figure B.4: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 4/12/13. 
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Figure B.5: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 4/ 16/ 13. 
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Figure B.6: Various emissions metrics t aken at Econoburn on 4/ 22/ 13. 
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Emissions data for run date 4-30-13 
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Figure B.7: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 4/30/ 13. 
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Figure B.8: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 5/ 9/ 13. 
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Figure B.9: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 5/ 10/ 13. 
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Figure B.10: Various emissions metrics taken at Econoburn on 5/17/ 13. 
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APPENDIX C 

Boiler Setup and Operation 

C.1 Preparing the boiler for a run from prep to shutdown 

This Appendix will outline the procedure to a successful batch run using a 

full load of fuel. The first figure following this outline includes many details to the 

boiler preparation and operation (Fig. C.1) that will come in handing while reading 

through the instructions. The second figure shows the internal components of the 

Testo that are important for general maintenance and pump take down and cleaning 

(see Fig. C.2). 

C.1.1 External Prep 

1. Make sure all fume hoods in the lab are turned off. This will allow for a positive 

pressure differential between the room and the stack; reducing smoke leakage. 

2. Procedure calls for the notification of campus police: However experience shows 

that in the event of a true fire/smoke emergency in the building this notification 

might slow their response time. If run correctly, very little to any smoke should 
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leak into the room. However; If needed tell them that you will be running 

the research boiler, you are notifying them because often there is the smell of 

wood smoke that permeates the halls. Give them your phone number, expected 

duration of the run, and notify them after the run is complete. 

C.1.2 Boiler Prep 

1. Begin by vacuuming out any remaining soot and char in the primary and sec

ondary chambers. 

2. Clean the fuel burn rate monitor (refer to Fig. C.1 for additional details) 

(a) Start by removing the hanging basket. Raise the basket until the lower 

crossmember is 1-2 inches from the top. Unhook the basket from the lower 

crossmember and remove from chamber. 

(b) Lower the winch back until the upper cross-member (horizontal bar that 

sits on the load-cell) is approximately 1 inch above the load-cell. 

(c) Remove the through rods by first disconnecting them from the upper 

cross-member by unpinning them. (Note: only unpin the rods from the 

upper crossmember, do not unscrew the blocks.) 

(d) Unscrew them from the lower crossmember that is within the primary 

chamber (Note: Do not unpin the blocks at the lower crossmember, just 

uncrews the rods.). 

(e) Remove the rods. Notice an "L" and "R" written on the top of the rods 

at the block joint ( check to make sure the rods are straight , make minor 

corrections to fix , if bad have new rods made.) 
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(f) Using steel wool , fine sandpaper and scotch-brite; clean the darkened soot 

stained portion of the rods until they are shinny and uniform over the 

entire rod. Rub the carbon laced rope over the entire rod. 

(g) Using the steel , then brass then nylon tube brushes clean the inner rod 

through holes. 

(h) Reassemble in reverse order. Place basket back into primary chamber. 

3. Gather the fuel for the run in one of the blue bags. 

4. Gather about 20 sheets of newspaper and roll into tubes. 

5. Gather about 6 pieces of scrap kindling wood. 

6. Weigh using the hanging mass balance (refer to Fig. C.1 for additional details). 

First just weigh the fuel in the bag. Record weight , add the newspaper and 

kindling. Record weight. 

7. Using the loading methodology presented in chapter 2 see Fig. 2.2(c) , load the 

hanging basket. Make the basket front heavy so that it hangs away from the 

front of the chamber, avoiding interference with the walls. 

8. Check Testo Pump flow rate if below 0.5 1pm with probe attached, replace 

pump with clean/new one. Refer to Fig. C.2 for additional details on internal 

components of Testo and take down of pump. 

C.1.3 Ignition 

1. Turn on the main power switch to the boiler, make sure the pump 2 power 

switch is on. Turn on boiler control panel to on. Turn on all three system 

power switches. Make sure circuit setter valve on secondary loop is fully open. 
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2. At this point the boiler is prepped and ready for a run. If data will be taken 

prepare the DAQ system, turn on load-cell power supply, TDLAS systems, Testo 

and nitrogen purging. Start recording. 

3. Before igniting fuel , lower the hanging basket on to load cell and remove winch 

connections. View mass readings. Push and release the left or right side of the 

upper cross-member and check that it moves freely. If it does not , this will likely 

result in poor mass loss readings Unload fuel and clean fuel burn rate monitor 

rods and connections again. 

4. Close all chamber doors and turn on blower, gather baseline 0 2 data for 2-5 

minutes. 

5. Stop blower, open primary chamber door, ignite kindling/newspaper starting 

in the rear working around the side and front and center of the fuel load. 

6. Quickly close door and make sure bayonet thermocouple is fully seated in place. 

Keep in mind after fire is started if you need to open the primary chamber door. 

First turn off blower, wait 20-30 seconds then open chamber door slowly. 

C.1.4 Run Monitoring 

C.1.4.1 Run monitoring: Pre-setpoint period 

1. After data acquisition has begun and fire has been started, monitor the flue 

temperature to make sure that the kindling has successfully ignited the larger 

wood fuel. After the flue temperature reaches 300F for the first time pull the 

damper handle. This forces the blower air through the nozzle and into the 

secondary chamber then back up the heat exchanger tubes in the back. It is 

expected that the flue temperature will take a sharp drop, then it will slowly 

heat up as the secondary and back chambers are heated. 
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2. From the time the damper is pulled until the internal water reaches the setpoint 

temperature of 150F there is approximately 30 to 60 minutes. During this time 

monitor the mass loss and check for major smoke leaks. 

C.1.4.2 Run monitoring: Post-setpoint period 

1. At the moment the secondary flow loop pump (Pump 2) turns on (you'll know 

because its very loud) check the water flow rate for the secondary hot flow loop 

and ensure the DAQ system is accurately recording this value. This value is 

user defined, not controlled with DAQ or any automated procedure. Just read 

the value and check that it is record that value in the National Instruments 

software. 

2. During this time the water is hot enough to start removing some of the heat , 

however care must be taken not to take too much out , dropping the temperature 

below the setpoint of 145F will turn off the secondary flow loop until it reaches 

150F again. 

3. Best practice is to let the water reach approximately 160F before turning on 

the city side water. You will need to feel this out , ideally you want to keep 

the return water temperature between 160F and 170F, with the minimum of 

150F and maximum of around 180F. To do this it will require semi-constant 

attention ( unless modifications to the setup allow Labview controlled flow rate 

adjustments). 

4. Monitor the Testo pump flow making sure it is within 0.4-0.7 lpm if lower pump 

will require cleaning/replacement before next run. 

5. Monitor CO , Stack Temperature and 0 2 as 0 2 reaches 19% begin to closely 

monitor the stack temperature and CO concentrations. When the CO is less 
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than or equal to 1000 ppm AND stack temperature is less than or equal to 200F 

start the shutdown process. 

C.1.5 Shutdown 

1. To start shutdown process it is important to remove as much of the stored 

heat as possible to avoid overheating when not being monitored. To do this 

turn circuit setter valve towards closed while monitoring the flow rate , stop 

when water flow rate of the secondary flow loop reaches 5 gpm. Quickly change 

recording setting in DAQ to reflect this change. Then turn city side flow rate up 

to 10-15 gpm. This will return city water temperature to the boiler ( care must 

be taken in doing this since it is technically "thermally shocking" the boiler 

only perform this as part of the final shutdown stage of a data collection test 

and not in casual operation.) 

2. Wait until secondary flow loop pump 2 turns off as the boiler water temperature 

drops below setpoint of 145F. 

3. Wait approximately 5 minutes. It is now safe to stop all data acquisition and 

power down. 
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Figure C.l: Detailed picture of major boiler components and details important to the 
preparation and operation of the unit. 
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Figure C.2: Detailed picture of important components inside the Testo 330-211 with 
basic take down of the internal pump for cleaning. 
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